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Summer is flying by and racing is in full swing. NASCAR is close to the playoffs, and local tracks are already
planning for the season championships and year-end
shows. Where did the time go?
In addition to race events, I’m excited to be attending the Women
With Drive Summit event in Nashville, August 5-8. (See two page spread
with information.) Cindy Sisson and Lynn St. James have gone above and
beyond to put together an event that is the first of its kind! The speakers, networking, and connecting with friends old and new is going to be the highlight of the summer! It’s not too late to get your tickets! AND in addition to a
great event, INDY CAR is racing through the streets of Nashville that weekend. It will be my first Indy Car race and no better place than NASHVILLE! I
hope you will make plans to join us!
Do you listen to any podcasts? I enjoy many racing-related ones, my
favorite one is Dale Jr. Download (drops on Tuesdays) and Door Bumper
Clear (drops on Monday). Others that I enjoy are Fast Lap with Chrissi and
Deb; Women Shifting Gears with Amanda Busick; Stacking Pennies with
Corey LaJoie; NASCAR Live; In The Pits; The Racing Writer’s Podcast; and
NASCAR America Motor Mouths to name a few. There are MANY more,
some covering local events, NHRA, F1, and more. And remember to Subscribe to Racing Girls Rock podcast, which helps me get the stories of women in motorsports out in the world of podcasting!
Now that racing at NASCAR tracks is back to full capacity, put
September 18 on your calendar and join me at Bristol for an event geared
towards women! I can’t wait to work with Ashton and the folks at Bristol for
our first event of 2021!
Remember, I am also open to suggestions of women to interview for
the podcast and/or magazine. Send those names to me!
See you at the track.

Delainie Miller

The Winner’s Circle

Julie Nataas Wins Wally

Delainie
Miller
took 2nd place overall
recently on her last race
at her home track befoe
headed to the Nationals in
Illinois.

Mylee JoAnn

Mylee JoAnn took first place during the July 4th weekend
at Fairgrounds Speedway in Cortez, CO. WTG Mylee!

Ashley Pantoulas

Ashley Pantoulas finished 3rd at Florence
Motor Speedway in
SC. This was a big
win for her, and she
reached out to thank
her family, especially her grandma,
grandpa and her dad;
Christy and Ethan, as
well as her sponsors
Don and Reggie at
Racing Electronics; Phillip from Carolina Truck Detailing
and AMP Automotive.

Julie Nataas of Randy Meyer Racing got the win in
all three rounds of eliminations and took home the WALLY! “She did a great job on the tree all weekend long and
won on a holeshot in the second round.” said Randy Meyer.
Julie Nataas scored her second win of the 2021 season at the NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing Series Cavalcade
of Stars event presented by Budweiser held in Norwalk,
Ohio just one week after the NHRA Norwalk Nationals.
Julie qualified in the second position with a 5.19 ET
at 271 mph. Julie was paired up against Duane Shields who
smoked the tires as Julie ran a 5.28 ET at 275 mph for the
round win. Julie went on to take down Robin Samsuel in
the second round with an outstanding .005 reaction time for
a holeshot victory, running a 5.35 ET at 269 mph. The team
was able to improve to a 5.32 ET at 273 mph for the win in
the final round against Jasmine Salinas.

Cynthia Gauthier with Monster Jam
Cynthia got her
first win of her
first show of 2021,
in Kansas City.
“I’m really happy
overall with my
performance.
Thanks to my
crew chief @lexi_
werner for all her
hard work !!!”
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Meet The Bohm Squad:

Sisters Enjoy Racing As A Family

Raya Lynn Bohm is the oldest of three sisters that
make up “The Bohm Squad.” She and her younger sisters
primarily race at Bohmer’s Route 66 Raceway in Pontiac,
IL. She is a member of the Indian Marching Band where
she plays percussion in the drum line. She is also the manager of the Varsity girls basketball team where she keeps the
team stats. She enjoys a good bacon steakbuger at Steak ‘n
Shake and her favorite vacation spot is Disneyworld in Orlando, FL.
As a little girl she played with boy dolls and cars. Her
favorite TV shows are the Chicago Series (PD, Med, and
Fire.) Christmas is her favorite holiday because it is a time
to spend with family. Most of
her friends don’t know that
she races, but the ones that
do think it is neat and many
want to give it a try.
She will be a Junior
at PTHS in Pontiac, IL in the
fall. After high school she
plans to take classes to get her
certificate to become a paramedic so she can work in her
hometown.
When Raya is not racing, she likes to play drums
and draw. She also enjoys taking art classes to become a
better artist.
Reese Johanna Bohm
is the middle sister and just
finished her freshman year
at PTHS in Pontiac, IL. She
loves to play basketball and
do gymnastics. She was a
three-year starter on her basketball team in Junior High.
After high school she intends to play college basketball at Illinois State University where she will seek a degree in Nursing. She wants to work in her home town.
She loves the chicken wings from Chili’s and her favorite vacation spot is Disneyworld in Orlando, FL. As a
little girl she preferred cars over dolls. Her favorite TV show
is The Flash. Christmas is her favorite holiday because you
get to spend a lot of time with your family. Someone most
people don’t know about her is that she has really crooked
pinky fingers.
Reese started racing 6 years ago when she was 9.
“My older sister started racing a year later and then our
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youngest sister started two years ago. My cousin had a kart
sitting in the shed and we asked if we could use it. My first
time ever sitting in the kart was pulling on to the track for
hot laps.”
Only her close friends know that she races, most of
her classmates only see her playing basketball at school. She
also plays on a travel basketball team in the summer, and
helps her parents in their business.
Besides going to school, the girls help their parents
with their business.
The Bohm family has raced for over 70 years. The
girls are fourth-generation drivers. Raya started racing go

karts 5 years ago when she was 12. Reese started racing a
year earlier. Raya tried it out a couple of times and really
liked it so she began as well.
During the 2019 season, Raya had the opportunity
to race against her sister Reese. “We battled back and forth
the entire season. She and I both won multiple features and
ended up being tied in the season points going into the last
race. Reese had a really good day and ended up winning the
championship and I finished second.” shared Raya.
The Bohm Squad has several team marketing partners that include: Bohmer Rentals, Tire-Slick, Studio 724,
Bohm Excavating, Graves Farms, Tools Auto Sales & Details, Hilti Farms & Auto Repair, Aftershock Decal & De-

sign, Laukaitis Racing, The 2000 North Rd. Gang,
Breaking Storm Band, and Flanagan Tire.
Being part of a racing family is what inspired all the girls to race. “We were named the
“Bohm Squad” back in the late 80’s and the name
has stuck through the generations. We didn’t have
an opportunity to watch our great-grandparents or
our grandpa race but we did get to see our great
Uncle Ronnie, our cousin Tim, and our Dad race.”
said Reese.
		
Their dad helps maintain the kart
during the week and with the more complicated
things at the track. He also runs the track so many
times he is busy with track prep or other duties
so, a lot of the time it will be just Raya and Reese
working on our own karts during the race day.
Raya has several feature wins at Bohmer’s
RT 66 Raceway. Her first win was July 14, 2019.

The sisters also race at Cerro Gordo Speedway and they have traveled to New Berlin, IL, Sweet Springs, MO, Quad City Kartway and
Cridersville,OH.
Raya runs a 2004 Phantom Nemesis Chassis, powered by a
Laukaitis Racing Engine. She used to race in the Junior 3 Clone class,
but is now racing in the adult clone class. Their main team colors are
blue. Raya and Reese have matching team karts with just a few color
changes to be able to keep them separate. Raya chose pink because
it’s her favorite color. She runs #7 because it’s her birthday.
Reese ran orange the last two seasons and switched to teal
for 2020. She runs #103 because her dad had a co-worker, Police K9
Officer, Casey Kohlmeier, who was killed in the line of duty in 2013.
“Casey was a really good friend to our family and it is an honor to use
his badge number for my racing career.” she said.
The sisters are very competitive. “My first feature win would
probably be my best memory. I had been beaten by my sister for
many races and finally it all came together. I won my first feature by
nearly a half of a track over my sister.” said Raya.
In addition to Raya and Reese, another girl, Madison Walker also races against them. They are all friends and get along really
well.
One of Raya and Reese’s goals for the future is to race in any
class at Fairbury American Legion Speedway because the majority of
their other family members have raced there. The Prairie Dirt Classic
(PDC) at Fairbury is their favorite event to attend. “It is the best late
model and modified drivers in the country and only 12 miles from
home.” said Raya. Bohmer’s RT 66 Raceway hosts a memorial race
for their family members and they are able to race in that as well.
The sisters’ favorite part of racing is the time spent working
on the karts and at the track as well as all the friends and people they
Continued to page 8

www.Racechick.com
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The Bohm Squad

Continued from Page 7

have met along the way. Being successful isn’t always about
taking first place. “It means a lot to just be able to go out and
run well when we put the long hours in working on karts all
week.” said the girls. Raya is not superstitious but she does
not eat before racing.
Reese has several feature wins at Bohmer’s RT 66
Raceway. Her first feature win was July 10, 2016. She drives
a 2004 Phantom Nemesis Chassis, powered by a Laukaitis
Racing engine. She races in the Junior 3 Clone class.
Reese shared a memorable moment with me: “In my
first season, I was completely run over by another racer and
thought I broke my arm. It ended up just being a bad bruise
and I was back racing the next week with a cut and scar under my left arm.”
Even at their young ages, the girls
are already making an impact on motorsports. “Locally I think we have made an impact by encouraging other girls to race and
show everyone this isn’t just a boys sport.
We just go out and race. We don’t care if we
are beating girls or boys.” shared Raya.
If someone asks the girls advice
about getting involved in racing they have
just the right answer! “Come to the races!!
Get involved by watching and understanding the sport. Once you have the opportunity to drive, race others like they race you.
Dad always told us not to chase boys, just
pass them.” said Reese.
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The sisters have a favorite driver that is someone
their family met a few years back while on a racing trip
through Ohio. They met a winged sprint car driver, Travis
Philo, from Waterville, Ohio. Travis and their dad became
friends and have continued to be friends over the years.
Their dad is a sponsor on the Philo Motorsports car with
Tire-Slick and Bohmer Rentals. Another example of how
motorsports brings people together that otherwise would
not have met, and make life-long friends.
Their favorite piece of advice is something their dad
shared with them. “Our dad has always told us “Hard work
pays off ” as we have learned and seen first hand in our racing careers, as well as sports, art and academics.
Last but not least, is Rydell Lucille! She is the youngest of the three sisters and will be in the 1st grade. She loves
to race and do gymnastics. Her favorite food is watermelon.
She loves the chicken strips at Steak n’ Shake and she too
loves going to Disneyworld for vacation. She enjoys being
outside riding her bike.
She plays with both cars and dolls, and Impractical Jokers is her favorite TV show. Christmas is her favorite
holiday because she likes getting presents. Most people have
no idea she races go-karts. When she grows up she wants to
be a police officer in her home town, just like her dad.
Rydell started racing when she was 5. She was always a part of the pit crew for her sisters and had to wait
until she was old enough to start racing herself. She knew
she always wanted to race from watching her sisters.
Her most memorable moment was her last race in
2019 when she was running 4th. On the last lap the 2nd and
3rd place karts got tangled up and she was able to take 2nd
place.
Her dad maintains the kart during the week but
since he also runs the track and is sometimes busy with

other duties, her older sisters pretty much have things under control for her.
She races a Rage Baby Champ in the Baby Champ Kart Class. The team colors are blue, and she also has orange and
pink on her kart. She chose #1 as her number because her “papa” used to race and it was his number.
One time during a practice session, she was still learning how to drive the kart. She forgot to turn going into turn 3
and went off the track and hit a fence pole. She snapped the pole off she hit is so hard. She was scared for a little while but
got back in the kart the next week.
Someday she hopes to race with the World of Outlaws. Her favorite part of racing is going fast. Her favorite racing
event is any event she can race because she just LOVES RACING!
She does not think she has made an impact on others (YET!), but she would love to be the first woman to win the
WoO Spring Car Championship.
Their dad, Robby Bohm shares about the race team on his Facebook page.
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Cancer Survivor Checks Off Bucket List
Marni DeBoer calls Little Rock, Iowa home where
she lives on a farm with her 20 cats and one dog named
Meep Meep (like the Roadrunner). She graduated from
Ellsworth MN high school in 2011. She has two older brothers, Eric and Roger.

Something most people don’t know about Marni is
that she had stage 1 Lieomyosarcoma Cancer in her upper
right leg when she was 16-17 years old. She is now 11-1/2
years cancer FREE!
She works as a Direct Care Support Provider for her
brother Eric who has down syndrome. This allows her parents to have jobs in town. She also helps her dad on the farm
as crop farmers.
When she is not racing she and her boyfriend like
to go to concerts. She also enjoys a lot of family activities, as
they are very close. She maintains balance in her life by remembering that racing is just a hobby that she does for fun.
A piece of advice that has stuck with her is that there will be
people who will think you don’t belong on the track, so you
will have to race twice as hard to get where you want to go.
If you stick to you goal it will all be worth it in the end.
When Marni was growing up in her teen years, she
would go to the races often to watch her dad’s cousin Mark
DeBoer race. I was always telling my family and friends that
some day I will have a car out there on the track. When I
was 16 almost 17 years old I was diagnosed with cancer.
One thing that some places have you do is make a bucket
list. Number 1 on my list was make sure if I lost my leg or
was able to keep it that I would wakeboard again someday
and #2 was that I WILL drive a racecar. In 2012 (I was 19)
I met my current boyfriend, Spenser Kalass and he was a
12

local USRA Hobby Stock driver at the track I would always
go to. After a half a season of us dating I asked him to help
me build an Enduro car like what his sister Jasmine Kalass
races.”
“In our area Enduros are 2 hours or 200 lap races
that usually start off pretty
muddy. In 2013 I started racing and was absolutely hooked.
After racing Enduros for 3 ½
years I decided that I wanted to
switch to weekly racing so we
built a Rapid Speedway Sportsman car which is an entry level
class there. I raced in that class
until the fall of 2020 when I
ended up rolling my car and
wrecked my back up car a few
weeks later. I figured that was a
good time to make the switch
to USRA and IMCA Hobby
Stock!”
“This season (2021) I have
been having a blast being a
Hobby stock driver and might some day move up to USRA/
IMCA Stock car.”
Marni’s favorite moment was her very first actual
win! “My first win was granted to me by another driver getting DQ’d, so when I actually earned my win it was the best
feeling in the world! I had to race my way through the pack
from 6th place to get my Win. I won at the track where I
started my racing career, which is Rock County Speedway
in Luverne, MN on opening night in 2020.”
Marni’s marketing partners are The Color Factory
by J in Sioux Falls SD, Lindberg’s Transmission’s in Sioux
Falls SD, Lyon County Chiropractic in Rock Rapids IA,
Bodies by FRC by Sibley IA, and Maxim Powered Engines
by Rock Rapids IA.
Marni’s dad, Marvin DeBoer, her cousin Mariah,
her friend Nicole and her sister-in-law Elana help her during the week with her car, as well as her two brothers. They

also help on race day as does her boyfriend’s race team, Kalass Racing.
When Marni has a bad day at the race track, she just
keeps reminding herself that cars are replaceable but she
is not. She also tells herself “I am just out here for fun, so
breathe.”
This year Marni is racing at 4 different tracks, Rapid
Speedway in Rock Rapids, IA; Murray County Speedway
in Slayton, MN; I-90 Speedway near Hartford, SD; and
Worthington Speedway in Worthington, MN. She runs two
chassis, a TDR Chassis and BBR (Big Boer Racing, their
team name) chassis. The body for both of them are a Cutlass. She runs in the USRA and IMCA Hobby Stock classes.
“My USRA car is purple, yellow and orange. The
purple and yellow are actually my two cancer colors. My
IMCA car is blue, yellow and orange but the blue and yellow represent Down Syndrome awareness. Both my cars are
number 50M. I picked 50 because it is a big caliber (boar)
of a gun. I am a simple country girl so I do like to target
shoot. The M stands for my name Marni. I am also part of a
race team called Big Boer Racing. It plays off our numbers
50 & 50M and the Boer part is a spin-off of our last name
DeBoer.”
Her goal for her racing career is to just have a bunch
of fun and see where it takes her. “The best part of racing is
all the new people I get to meet and become friends with.”
Her race day routine starts around 2 PM when they
start to load up their cars, cooler and snacks. Then they
head to the track around 4-5 PM, depending what track
they are racing at that night.
When Marni gets into her car and gets on the track,
she always says a prayer in staging which helps to calm her
nerves.
Fans are an important part of her racing experience.
She shared this story: “One night I had an absolute horrible
time controlling my car and just was not happy with myself
and a little fan (probably 7 years old) came up and was just
so ecstatic to meet me and sit in my racecar and just told
me how cool it was that I was a girl driver.” It completely
changed her night around.
Marni feels like she has impacted
the motorsports industry by showing that
women can drive just as good as men. She
does hope to get better at describing to
her team what the car is doing so they can
make better adjustments.
At the end of her racing career, she
hopes to have raced at all the tracks on her
bucket list, and be able to look back and
smile at all the good times she had.
Her team has a Facebook page
where they usually post lineups and fin-

ishes, or just how their week has gone. They also try to give
weekly sponsor shout outs.
Marni has not noticed being treated any different
because she is a girl. “Most of the drivers in my area are
easy to get along with and don’t really treat or race me different that I am aware of. I have had very few times where
others say I don’t belong out there but I usually just brush
it off and run my race.”
Her advice to girls who want to get involved in
racing would be to make sure you have a good support
system. “It helps having people that have been involved
in the sport to help give you pointers that way you have a
little better idea on what to expect.”
MARNI’S FAVORITES:
Food: Chicken Alfredo.
Vacation destination: What’s a vacation? Haha. Probably
anywhere with a racetrack.
Lucky number: 50
Candy or Dessert: Don’t really have just one.
Racetrack: Rapid Speedway.
Movie: Guardian’s of the Galaxy 1 & 2.
Musician: Brantly Gilbert.
Sports team: Don’t have one.
Race car driver: My amazing boyfriend 20K USRA/ IMCA
Stock Car driver Spenser Kalass.
Follow Marni on Facebook at Big Boer Racing.

Photos by: CRP Photos and NWIowapics.
Group photo taken by Dad.
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Cheeseburger Sliders

Ingredients
•
2 packages (17 ounces each ) Hawaiian sweet rolls
•
4 cups shredded cheddar cheese, divided
•
2 pounds ground beef
•
1 cup chopped onion
•
1 can (14-1/2 ounces) diced tomatoes with garlic
and onion, drained
•
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
•
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
•
3/4 teaspoon salt
•
3/4 teaspoon pepper
•
24 bacon strips, cooked and crumbled
•
GLAZE:
•
1 cup butter, cubed
•
1/4 cup packed brown sugar
•
4 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
•
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
•
2 tablespoons sesame seeds
DIRECTIONS:
•
Preheat oven to 350°. Without separating rolls, cut
each package of rolls horizontally in half; arrange bottom
halves in 2 greased 13x9-in. baking pans. Sprinkle each
pan of rolls with 1 cup cheese. Bake until cheese is melted,
3-5 minutes.
•
In a large skillet, cook beef and onion over medium heat until beef is no longer pink and onion is tender,
breaking up beef into crumbles, 6-8 minutes; drain. Stir in
tomatoes, mustard, Worcestershire sauce, salt and pepper.
Cook and stir until combined, 1-2 minutes.
Spoon beef mixture evenly over rolls; sprinkle with remaining cheese. Top with bacon. Replace tops. For glaze,
in a microwave-safe bowl, combine butter, brown sugar,
Worcestershire sauce and mustard.
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Chocolate Caramel Pretzel Bars

Ingredients
4 cups pretzels (MINI PRETZEL TWISTS)
1 cup butter
1 cup brown sugar PACKED
2 cups chocolate chips
Instructions
Preheat the oven to 325F. Line a baking sheet with aluminum foil then spray it with non-stick cooking spray.
Place the pretzels onto the baking sheet in a single layer until it’s completely covered.
In a small pot, melt the butter and sugar over medium low
heat. Bring it to a boil, then continue boiling for 3 minutes,
stirring constantly.
Pour the bubbly mixture evenly over the pretzels. The caramel mixture will even out when it bakes, so don’t worry if
you missed some spots.
Bake it at 325F for 8 to 10 minutes until the caramel is fully
bubbling on the entire sheet.
Remove the baking sheet from the oven then sprinkle the
chocolate chips evenly over top. Return the baking sheet to
the oven for another 1 to 2 minutes to soften the chocolate
chips.
Use a spatula to spread the melted chocolate evenly. Then
place the baking sheet in the freezer for 30 minutes.
Remove the pretzel bars from the baking sheet and peel off
the aluminum foil. Break it apart or cut it into squares with
a large knife.
Stores well in an airtight container for about a week.

Is there a best way to clean your house fast?
Everyone hates to clean but everyone loves a clean
house. Is there a best way to clean your house fast?
Most novices aren’t sure if they should dust or vacuum first. They wonder whether they should clean the kitchen before the bathroom or vice versa.
Follow this step-by-step guide, based on years of
hard-earned experience, to make the most of your time and
clean your house fast:
Fast House Cleaning Tips
1. Clean the whole house, not one room at time.
Cleaning is much more efficient if you pick one task (dusting, vacuuming, mopping) and do the same task in every
room in the house, rather than cleaning the kitchen, the
bathrooms and then the bedrooms. Doing it that way prevents you from feeling like you’re in an endless cleaning
cycle, starting the same task over and over again.

might deliver germs to people’s fingers and faces. Make a
nontoxic disinfection solution by mixing one-fourth to a
half cup of white or apple cider vinegar with a cup of water.
7. Focus on tubs, sinks and toilets.
Spray cleaner on the kitchen sink then on bathroom sinks,
tubs and toilets. Let it sit for a few minutes so the cleaner has
time to dissolve dirt and stains. Then return to the kitchen
and start scrubbing. Don’t forget to wipe down the inside of
the microwave. Clean toilets last.
While in the kitchen, you also want to make sure your garbage disposal is in tip-top shape. If you aren’t sure the best
way to clean a garbage disposal, click here for some useful
DIY garbage disposal cleaning tips.

8. Sweep, then mop.
Sweep the kitchen and bathroom floors. Start mopping
2. Gather all your cleaning tools in a caddy.
from the farthest corner of the room and move backwards
Whether it’s a caddy, bucket or tote, having everything you towards the doorway (that is, don’t mop yourself into a corneed to clean in one portable place makes it much easier ner). Rinse the mop every time you complete a 4-by-4-foot
to get the job done. You won’t waste time looking for tools area.
while you clean, and don’t have to worry about gathering
them before your next go around.
9. Keep moving when you vacuum.
Don’t worry about getting every nook and cranny when you
3. Clear the clutter.
vacuum. Just keep moving through the house, running the
Before you even start cleaning, go room to room and pick vacuum in every carpeted room in one pass through.
up the clutter. As you pick up each item – magazines, wellread paperbacks, old sneakers – consider whether you Some tasks don’t need to be done each week. These include
should put it away, toss it or donate it.
waxing the furniture, cleaning the windows, and washing
area rugs and bath mats. Inspect these accessories and use
4. Dust and vacuum.
your own judgment.
Before you start dusting, make sure ceiling fans are turned
off. Concentrate your dusting on the tops of furniture and 10. Don’t forget to routinely wash your cleaning tools.
the undersides of shelves, on handrails, picture frames, An often overlooked part of cleaning the house is maintainknickknacks and TV screens. For hard-to-reach areas, like ing your cleaning tools. Using a dirty mop or a vacuum with
blinds and upper shelves, tie a microfiber cloth to the end of a full bag is much less effective, and you’ll end up spending
a mop or broom. Change the sheets in the bedrooms before more time trying to clean.
you vacuum.
11. Make cleaning a group activity.
5. Wipe mirrors and glass.
Making cleaning a team effort is one of the best ways to
Use one damp microfiber cloth, followed by one dry cloth clean a house fast. Schedule a time in advance with your
in wiping clean all the mirrors and glass surfaces.
family, and assign tasks to each person. Working together
can add some fun to cleaning, and your house will be spar6. Disinfect countertops and surface areas.
kling in no time.
Go through your house and wipe down the hard surfaces
– from countertops, appliances and cabinets to doorknobs, While you’re cleaning make sure to check on home mainlight switches, TV remotes and telephones. You should tenance items, such as a faulty sink that may cause water
disinfect some of those surfaces, particularly the ones that damage.
15

Pauline Dougald is Bringing Creativity and Coaching Together
Canadian Pauline Dougald discovered
go karts in 2007, then joined Bridgestone Racing
Academy for the mechanics training program,
where she raced fellow students. They fixed cars
durig the week and raced each other when there
were no events scheduled at the track.
“The entire summer of 2007 was the most
memorable! Once I even got to 3rd place by making less mistakes than others. It was an incredible
time. I quit my job, stopped everything and just
spent the entire summer at the track, from March
to October. At the start I traveled an hour each way
from Toronto to Bowmanville, then closer to the
end of the summer I rented a room nearby. Every
weekend I was at Mosport watching the races, tak-

ing photos or helping teams. I worked with Formula BWM
as a mechanic at ALMS in 2007. Crewing in pitlane was the
most rewarding time.”
“In 2008 I went to Montreal Grand Prix with another team from the Formula BWM series and worked as
a mechanic. During that weekend there were also F1 races
and I had tremendous fun taking photos.”
“In 2007 I also bought my first Canon DSL camera
and never stopped taking photos of cars on track. Whenever I go to a track, I always come back with at least a few
hundred photos.”
“After I finished the training program at Bridgestone Racing Academy I worked as a scrutineer with a local
Canadian racing series for 4 years, then I took a break to
raise a family. Now I am coming back with a whole new
range of skills and talents.”
Pauline is starting a coaching business to address
the gap of support for drivers, especially younger drivers,
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to help them with mindset and access The Zone
more consistently in a race. She is hoping to have
more opportunities to work with drivers and impact their racing career and help them win.
Pauline wants to leave a legacy of ideas that
could carry on to generations to come, to set people on a better path to achieve more fulfillment in
their racing careers as well as their lives overall.
Pauline uses social media to focus on providing value to those who may be following her.
She speaks about the importance of mindset improvement and clarity of goals.
Motorsports has never been about male
domination for her. “It was just a world full of guys
having fun with cars. Everything was always about
being part of the racing community, not some
world with a glass ceiling. I don’t see the sport that way. We
always have issues wherever we go, how we solve one is how
we solve them all. I always try to see things from broader
perspective and forgive wherever possible.”
Pauline’s advice for a girls that wants to get involved
in racing is to work on your limiting beliefs as soon as you
hear the term. “Start the work right there and then, find
people to help you with limiting beliefs and mindset! Read
books. Attend seminars. Like Jim Rohn said “work on yourself harder than you work at any job”.
Pauline’s education is in interior design and she has
worked in construction and real estate for most of her career. She has a daughter, three cats and a dog.
“In 2018 I discovered Personal Development and
Coaching and have been training ever since. I have been
certified in Robbins-Madanes methodology, Precision Nutrition L1 certification and I have been training continu-

ously with Flow Research Collective since
Jan 2020. I am an artist at heart and now
I bring my creativity to my coaching work
with my clients.”
Something most people don’t
know about her is that she served in the
Canadian Forces Reserves many years
ago. She currently works in procurement
for real estate. Her co-workers think motorsports is cool. She maintains balance in
her life by setting goals for each category
of her life and relying on positive psychology basics. She sets goals at the start of
the year then reviews them monthly and
quarterly to see if she is on track.
Pauline enjoys hiking or skiing
with the family when she is not working
on her business, doing activities with her
family and working a full time job, which
doesn’t leave much time for other activities.
Pauline’s favorite quote is “The
purpose of life is to re-create yourself
anew in the next grandest version or the
greatest vision you have ever had about who you are.”
“I believe we can lead more fulfilling lives than we think. I think the only thing that is standing in our way is ourselves. Racecar drivers are athletes too, and they need coaches. Coaches provide an opportunity for people to go further
faster. The Zone is not as illusive as some may think, there is a science to it. It is completely unique to each individual, but
once they figure out what works for them - they can be in that focused state more reliably leading to better performance
on track as well as improved creativity in their daily business.”
If you would like to follow Pauline on social media, go to:
www.paulinedougald.com/ @paulinedouglad/ facebook - Pauline Dougald Coaching or her main profile.
PAULINE’S FAVORITES:
Food: Not picky, just healthy
diet, I like mediterranean
Vacation destination: Italy,
Greece, Egypt, Norway, Iceland
Lucky number: 268
Candy or Dessert: Isn’t that the
same thing? Sugar is sugar. Less
is better. My only criteria - it
has to be good quality chocolate.
Racetrack: Mosport
Movie: Dr Strange
Musician: Lindsay Sterling
Sports team: Local Canadian
teams, don’t have a favourite
Race car driver: Willy T Ribbs

Laci Ferno Achieves Much Success in Dirt Racing
Laci Ferno from Mooresville, NC began racing in
2018 when she was 14 years old. One of her biggest inspirations in her racing was her dad and Kyle Larson. “My dad
was always involved in racing and I was always very interested in it. My mom was always nervous to let me go racing
cause she thought it was dangerous. That all changed in late
2017 when my dad had a heart attack. This flipped our lives
upside down and my mom let me go racing so my dad and
I could make more memories together. My dad came from
the asphalt side of racing, but I was always super interested
in Kyle Larson’s dirt racing. Even though my dad had no experience with dirt, we decided to go dirt racing, and the first
kart we got was an intermediate outlaw kart. I raced both
an intermediate and an open outlaw kart for 2 1/2 years and
was able to win 11 features, 40+ heat races and poles, as well
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as a points championship. This year is my first time racing
600cc micro sprint cars, and within the first 5 starts I have
been able to get 1 pole and lead some laps. The goal for this
year is to go win as many races as possible and make a name
for myself.”
Laci’s most memorable moment in her racing career
was the night she won the championship. She got in a wreck
on the first lap and was able to come back for the win, and
also win the points championship. This was her 9th win of
the year and it was one of the most memorable moments
she has had so far.
Laci is grateful for her racing partners, which include: Lucas Oil, NGK Spark Plugs, Highline Clothing Co,
Sri performance/Stock Car Steel, GTR Simulators, Bundy
Built, Hyper Racing, Shift Up Now, and Liquid IV.

car in a 600cc micro sprint
class. Her goal is to become a
full-time racer in a World of
Outlaw sprint car.
Laci’s favorite part about being a race car driver is winning
races and meeting all the new
people. “It always makes me
smile when I talk to all the little kids who race or the people
who say they look up to me, it
feels awesome. I also like making new friends who race.”
Her car colors are black,
white and blue and her number
is 67. “I chose these because
blue is one of my favorite color
and white and black go with everything. I chose 67 because I
Laci and her dad mainly work
on her car, but some people help out
pretty frequently such as Tom Hubert,
and Bundy and Sean Brierley.
Laci has won 11 times and a
championship within the last three
years. “My biggest win came from the
intermediate feature at the TRD Showdown back in November of 2019 at
Millbridge Speedway. When I have a
bad night I try to stay as positive as I
can through the night and look at the
bright side. Usually if it is a bad night,
you can learn a ton from it.”
Laci mainly races at Millbridge
Speedway, but they are looking at traveling some to different tracks. She runs
both a wing and non-wing micro sprint
have always liked that number, I think it sounds cool, and it
has become my lucky number.”
Laci’s race day routine is getting up around 9 am
and get dressed for the day. If the trailer is not completely packed, she and her dad will finish packing the trailer.
While doing this she always make sure she is hydrating.
Around noon they eat lunch, she does her hair and makeup,
and they drive to the track.
As Laci gets into her car, she is thinking about what
her first moves will be. She makes a play by play of what she
is going to do on the starts and during the race before the
race begins.
Continued to Page 20
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Laci Ferno

Continued from Page 19

Fans are an important part of racing, and Laci enjoys meeting them. “One time I was at a Millbridge kids
night race just hanging out and I had these 2 boys came
up to me, one was around my age and the other one was a
couple years younger, and they asked me if I was Laci Ferno,
and I said yes and they asked to take a picture with me. This
was one of the coolest things that has ever happened to me.”
Laci wants to make an impact on the motorsports
industry by showing no matter what you are or who you
are, you can race just as good as anyone else. “I do not want
to be seen as a “girl racer” I want to just be seen as a racer
and I do not want to be treated any different from the other
racers. I want to help pave the road for other young girl racers to be able to race and it not be seen as such a crazy thing
for them.”
Laci feels there is always room for improvement, but
one of the biggest things she wants to improve on is her
mental game and always being able to have the best possible
finishes she can get.
“At the end of my career, I want people to remember
my name. I want to be known for winning multiple races
and championships at the top levels of multiple different series and be a role model to as many I can.”
Laci loves iRacing and feels it helps her a lot. “GTR
Simulators is such an awesome company and gave me a
simulator to work on iRacing and it has taught me so much.
I started racing at a pretty late age, so I use it to help me gain
as much experience as I can to make up for the lost time, as
well as gain an edge on my competitors. When I moved up
to Micro Sprint Cars, I got a great feel for the winged car super fast because I had raced both an intermediate and open
outlaw Kart. However it definitely took a lot longer to get a
feel with the wingless car because I have never driven anything before without a wing. Running cars such as midgets
on a smaller track with the track state turned up to around
50%-75% really has helped me a lot with the wingless car.
It has also taught me how to throw sliders properly, drive
around people in different cars, pass, and all the stuff you
need to know to be a good dirt racer.”
Laci loves social media. She is the self-proclaimed
marketing director for her racing career. “One of the apps I
am most active on is TikTok, and in less than a year, I was
able to go from 60 followers to over 20,000. I use TikTok to
promote my racing career by following what is trending but
make it racing related. I think it is so cool how many racers I have connected with and all the friends I have made
through that app. I also post on Instagram and Facebook
a lot as well about my racing. I am still learning everything
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with Twitter, but I do post quite frequently on there as well.
With social media, I also began my organization, RIPPIN’
FOR A CURE, an organization to help raise awareness for
Heart Disease. Social media has helped me establish who I
am as a person and who I am as a racer.”
Being a female in motorsports is no big deal to Laci.
She wants to beat you no matter if you are a boy or girl.
She will race you however you race her. “I think that has
helped me gain some respect from some people, but some
people do not like me in the slightest. I do not let it bother
me though, and I use it as motivation and it always puts a
smile on my face proving people wrong. I have had multiple
people come at me in many different ways, such as I am
cheating, coming at me on social media, talking bad about
me, etc. I refuse to let it bother me. I use it as motivation to
try and push harder in everything else I do because nothing
feels better than proving them wrong.”
Her advice for other girls involved in motorsports
is to not let what other people say about you come true.
“What I mean by this is you will always have people tell
you how bad you are no matter what. If you do well you
are cheating. For the most part, people will never say you
do well no matter what you do. Instead of getting down on
yourself and quitting or under performing, use it as motivation. They will be mad at you no matter what, so why
not give them a reason to be mad. Nothing feels better than
proving the people who doubted you wrong.”
Laci is currently a rising senior at a small school
called Pine Lake. Some of her classmates ask her about her
racing, and some don’t know she races. After school she
wants to be able to go full time racing in the World of Outlaw sprint cars, and go to college for marketing to help to
keep her racing career going.
Her dad used to race super late models in the ACT
Tour and was a champion. Her mom was not involved in
racing before she met her dad, and her brother does not
race either. They have a 7-year-old great Dane named Violet, that is roughly 180 pounds. “She is the biggest baby
you will ever meet, for example, she is scared of windshield
wipers. I have always been interested in racing though, ever
since I was little. I remember when my dad would build cars
in our garage, I thought they where so cool. I always loved
the car with the most colors cause they stood out the most.
My favorite drivers growing up were Juan Pablo Montoya
and Tony Stewart.”
A piece of advice that has stuck with Laci is that
what other people think or say about you is not important.
What you think or feel about yourself IS what is most important.
Laci played basketball since third grade but stopped
in 9th grade to be able to focus on racing. She made the
Varsity team in 8th grade! Laci works at Starbucks and her

co-workers think it is cool! They ask her about it when she is working.
Keeping balance in her life is all about organization. She has a white board calendar to keep her day-to-day activities organized and to make sure to get everything done. Crossing off things once they are done makes her happy!
In her free time she loves making TikToks. “I make a lot of TikToks. I also love to hang out and do stuff with my
friends as well as skateboard and play basketball.”
Laci started her own organization called “RIPPIN’ FOR A CURE” which, at the moment, is used to help raise
awareness for Heart Disease. “Heart disease runs all throughout my family and is the #1 killer in Americans, as well as
the #1 silent killer for women since the symptoms are so different for women compared to men. As I learn and grow this
organization, I am hoping to turn it into a private organization to help raise both awareness and money for the American
Heart Association. If you would like take part in raising awareness, follow us on Instagram and Facebook @rippinforacure.
In the future, we are also hoping to have official drivers,
Iracing events, as well as merchandise.”
Follow Laci on all platforms of social media at:
@laciferno67
LACI’S FAVORITES:
Food: Chic-Fil-A
Vacation destination: Los Angeles, California
Lucky number: 67 or 16
Candy or Dessert: brownies
Racetrack: Millbridge or Fairbury
Movie: Talladega Nights
Musician: Juice WRLD
Sports team: Steelers
Race car driver: Ross Chastain and Kyle Larson
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Chatty Madi Finds Her Niche
Madeline Schultz, otherwise known as “Chatty
Madi” in the Wisconsin racing scene, has found her niche
as a story-teller in motorsports. When she started Chatty
Madi Racing News on Facebook three years ago, she
was a young teenage girl just
trying to start her thing in a
male dominated community. “Now that I’ve worked my
way up a little I want to show
other girls in Wisconsin that
it’s possible to work and be
in the Wisconsin world of
racing.”
Madi just graduated
from Preble High School in
Green Bay, WI. “My classmates know I like racing
because all I wear to school
is racing apparel. I also talk
about it constantly. My best
friends are my biggest supporters of what I do.” shared
Madi.
She will be attending
the University of Wisconsin
Green Bay to earn a degree
in education. After graduation she hopes to become a
teacher and continue to pursue her dreams of being a
motorsports reporter in the
summers.
Besides
running
Chatty Madi, she works at
the local Green Bay Fleet
& Farm. “My co-workers know I’m a huge race fan, they
also know about Chatty Madi. Some customers even recognize me at work! It’s sometimes hard to balance school,
work, and racing. I have to communicate very well to all the
groups and my job to work out a schedule.”
Madi’s racing career started when she was a little
girl at Manitowoc Speedway in Manitowoc, WI. “My parents would take me there for their weekly shows. We would
also follow the local sprint series when they were in town!
My dad really got me into the racing world at a young age.
Chatty Madi started three years ago at Outagamie Speed22

way where I got my first job. At Outagamie, I announced
and started my facebook page Chatty Madi Racing News.”
		
Chatty Madi is brought to us by Professional
Plating Inc. In Brillion,
WI. They are the Midwest’s leading innovator
in plating and coating.
She encourages you to
check them out online
or Facebook. You can
get a free quote at www.
proplating.com.
		
Madi’s dad
helps her out with
Chatty Madi. She says
he is most of the brains
behind the operation
and he’s her biggest
supporter. He is also
the camera guy for all
the videos. They travel
across the Midwest, and
have been to Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa and
Indiana. However she
covers mostly Wisconsin racing, including
anything from IMCA
Modifieds to 410 Sprint
cars.
“One of my most
memorable moments
in my racing career was
one night at Plymouth
Dirt Track in Plymouth, WI. I was 12 years
old and I drew my favorite driver a photo and gave it to him
before the race. He then turned around and brought me one
of his custom wing panels. That made my day and it is still
one of the coolest things I own.”
One of Madi’s favorite interviews was this year with
the volunteer firefighters at Plymouth Dirt Track in Plymouth, WI. “It was amazing to be able to chat with them and
thank them for their service. I also got the chance to race
one of the firefighters to put on the gear! It was a blast!”
Madi works at Outagamie Speedway which runs
Mods, Sport Mods, Sport Compacts, Street Stocks and

Stock Cars. She also covers the 360 and 410 Sprint
Cars. Her racing career
goal is to work for Dirtvision or Floracing.
“My favorite part of
being Chatty Madi is the
interactions I have with the
little fans. I love the selfies
I get to take with the kids
and giving them our Chatty Madi stickers. A fan experience I’d like to share is a little girl named Macie. I met her
at Wilmot Raceway last year and she is the sweetest person
in the world. She is always excited to be at the track and
she knows her stuff! She is amazing to hang out with at the
track with her dad and to get ice cream with at Plymouth.”
Madi’s race day routine is to wake up and change
into her Professional Plating Chatty Madi gear. “I make
sure to bring my Chatty Madi sign, microphones, chargers,
stickers, and sharpies. When I get into my car to drive to
the races, I think about the people I could interview that
day, along with new questions I could ask. I also think about
new ideas to bring to my page. Sometimes I feel like I’m in
a rut when I’m at the track. When I’m having a bad day my
dad is super supportive of me. I also have a couple of driver
friends at the track that I can hang out with to get into the
groove.”
Something Madi feels like she can improve on is
slowing down when she talks. “Sometimes I get really excited about what’s going on. I talk too fast and no one can
understand me, so I have to work on being clear and slower
when announcing sometimes.”
At the end of her career, she hopes to be able to mentor another young individual who wants to do what she has
done. “I want them to be passionate about what they want
to do and I want to help them along the way just like others
did for me. Being a female in a male dominated sport was
hard. Especially with the broadcasting side of motorsports.
Often, I was criticized for my voice and appearance. They
didn’t think I was really into racing. When I started Chatty
Madi, when people looked at me they didn’t see that I was
a reporter… They just saw another girl. I’ve worked hard to
put my name out there in the racing world in Wisconsin.
I’ve also had the support to do so. The fans are 100 times
better and now recognize me when I’m walking around
at the track which is awesome and I cannot thank them
enough for their support.”
Madi loves iRacing, Since she doesn’t actually drive
a car, it is a good way for her to somewhat experience what
the drivers do, and it’s a fun way to try it.
Some advice Madi would give to a girl who would
want to try reporting like Madi is doing, is to smile, be

confident, and do your research. She watches FloRacing
and Dirtvision to listen to the announces and reporters
to learn. She also suggests reaching out to local announces and people whose opinion you trust, for suggestions.
“They are willing to help and get you moving in the right
direction.”
A piece of advice that has stuck with Madi is that
one bad night doesn’t define you as an individual. A bad
night teaches you perseverance.
Something most people don’t know about Mad is
that she is only 18 years old. She is younger than most people think. When she is not at work or the track, she enjoys
spending time with family and friends.
Madi uses social media as her main platform for
Chatty Madi. That is where she posts all her photos and interviews throughout the night. You can find Chatty Madi
on Instragram, Twitter, and Chckrd, sponsored by Professional Plating.
Facebook: @Chattymadi or Chatty Madi Racing News
Twitter: @chattymadinews
Instagram: @chatty.madi
Madi wants to thank everyone who has helped
and supported her for their dedication to her these past
three years. “I am learning and growing every weekend
with your support! See you at the track!”
MADI’S FAVORITES:
Food: Grilled Cheese
Color: Orange-It was one of my favorite driver’s colors
and it kind of stuck!
Vacation Destination: Anywhere it’s warm
Lucky number: 5
Candy or Dessert: Dessert
Racetrack: Outagamie Speedway or Plymouth Dirt Track
Movie: Anything Marvel or Speed Racer
Musician: Anything alternative rock
Sports Team: Brewers Baseball
Race Car driver: Jeremy Schultz, Preston Ruh
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Kristy Skinner Juggles Roles With Success
Juggling being a wife to a 360 Sprint Car driver; mom
to a 17 year old daughter who was a high school cheerleader
and now headed to college in Indiana to major in marketing
and Motorsports Management; a 9-year-old daughter who
is a competitive
gymnast, and twin
8-year old boys
who race go karts
keeps Kristy Skinner from Marion,
AR busy beyond
measure. In addition to that, she
works full time for
a CPA firm as an
accountant.
Maintaining
balance in her life
is not always easy,
but she seems to
have found a way
to make it all work “Sometimes you just have to make time
for everything even if it means missing something else, but
I try to make sure that I attend everything that my kids are
involved in.”
Kristy graduated from Marion High School in
Marion, AR in 1995, and graduated from Arkansas State
University in Jonesboro, AR in 2002 with her Bachelor of
Science in Accounting. She was
planning to work at a bank, and
did for some time, but never
imagined working in public accounting. She is working to obtain her CPA license and plans
to continue working for her current firm. Her co-workers think it
is cool that she is a race wife and
mom.
Most people don’t know
that she enjoys hunting. When
she is not working or attending
her children’s events, the family enjoys going to the beach or
just hanging out with friends and
family by the pool.
Kristy was introduced to
racing when she started dating
her husband back in 1995. She
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has a couple of favorite memories so far: “I have a couple of
memorable moments, and the first one is when my husband
won the Riverside Speedway, I-30 Speedway and Comp
Cams Interstate Championships in 2014, and the other one
was this past winter 20-21, my twin boys both ran a winter
series at Coyote Run Arena Speedway, and one of the twins
won the Rookie Red Advance Points Championship and
the other one won the Jr. 1 Green Plate Points Championship.”
Kristy is the crew for her husband most of the time
for the 360 sprint, and she also helps her husband and their
good friend with the karts for the boys.
Kristy has raced one time herself, during a powder
puff race at the kart track in February of 2021 at Coyote Run
Arena Speedway. One of her friends signed her up and then
let her borrow his kart (because there is no way she could
fit into her 8-year old’s kart!) She won the heat race and the
feature. There were 6 ladies racing and none had ever raced
before.
Sometimes a bad day at the track is worse for the
parent than the kids who are racing. But Kristy says they do
their best to make it a positive day. “There are bad days and
sometimes they get the best of you, but at the end of the day
what was done was done and we put it behind us and move
on to the next race.”
The family travels all over with her husband to watch
him race his 360 winged sprint in Arkansas, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Alabama and Missouri, and they race locally at

Riverside International Speedway in West Memphis, AR.
Her boys race flat karts.
There is no race day routine for the Skinner family!
“Sometimes we are flying by the seat of our pants and have
plans to go one place, and you never know when that may
change.”
Kristy and her family try to make a positive impact
in the motorsports world by trying to always do something
for the kids, and keeping them involved. “We have a very
good friend who started a toy drive in the Little Rock Area.
We became involved with them and have brought that to the
mid-south area, and have kept it going for the mid-south
area for the past 5 years. We collect toys and donate them
to a local special needs school and other non-profit organizations that deal with children in the foster care system,
and those who need assistance with providing Christmas to
children.”
In addition to their charitable work, Kristy just
wants to be the best person she can be at all times, whether
they are having a great day at the track or a bad day.
The Skinners use Facebook and Twitter to help pro-

mote their race team, which includes her husband and her
twin boys. “We try to post pictures from the weekend and
give a race recap and when I think about it, I try to post
where we will be racing and encourage those to come out
and support their local race tracks.”
KRISTY’SFAVORITES:
Food: My favorite food is Japanese
Vacation destination: My favorite vacation destination
is Disney, but I will take a beach vacation any day of the
week.
Lucky number: Lucky number is 7
Candy or Dessert: Strawberry Cheesecake
Racetrack: Lucas Oil Speedway
Movie: I have several favorite movies: Grease, Sweet
Home Alabama and 6-pack
Musician: Def Leppard
Sports team: Atlanta Braves and Memphis Grizzlies
Race car driver: Dale Earnhardt Sr, and Kyle Larson , and
of course my husband and my twin boys. 1
Favorite Quote: “Nothing is IMPOSSIBLE, the word itself
says “I’M POSSIBLE”-Audrey Hepburn

Taylor Follows Dad’s Love of Racing Boats
Most people who
enjoy boating, take their
boats to the lake on the
weekend for skiing, or a
leisurely cruise. But not
Taylor Scism from Lake
Saint Louis, MO. She enjoys racing her MTI 390X
closed canopy 2 seat race
boat with twin Mercury
450s in the Factory Stock
450 class. Her boat is blue
and 7.7 is her favorite
number, which just so
happens to have been her
dad’s number when he
began racing many years
ago. She picked the blue
color because she wanted
something different than
most other racing boats.
This season is Taylor’s first year of formally racing.
She has done Shootouts and Poker Runs for years, but this is
her first season in a race boat. “My dad helped start the boat
race team Victory Team in Dubai before I was born and he
raced up until 2 years ago. Boat racing has been a huge part
of my life and it just felt like a natural progression for me to
get into it. My dad, Randy, and his racing partner Bob are a
big inspiration to me. I could not have been happier to have
them both at my first race.”
Her most memorable moment so far in her racing
career was walking down the dock to the boat for her first
race and looking back at her whole team and the family and
friends who were all there to support her. “Also the day before my first race weekend, we were able to use Lake X to
test the boat. Lake X is Mercury Racing’s test site that was
used in the 80’s and 90’s to test some of the worlds best race
boats. It was really cool to be there in the footsteps of some
of the greats.”
Taylor is very appreciative of her marketing partners. They include: Positive Beverage, Pro Motorsports,
Tina Stotler Real Estate, Wozencraft Insurance, Speedboat
Magazine, Boat Bling, STR Racing, MYCO Trailers, Gregs
Auto Sales, That Guy Services, TNT Custom Marine, Teague
Custom Marine, Radical Steel Fabrication, Marine Technology Inc, and Mercury Racing.
Taylor has a great crew to help with her racing. “We
have our truck driver Derek who transports the boat to all
the races and helps us crane in and out. My crew chief Mil26

ton who is the head of the team and makes all the final calls
on what needs to be adjusted on the boat for the races and
is our eye on the land and in our ear for the races. Then
I have 3 guys who help make everything else happen race
weekends. Johnny Tomlinson is my throttleman so he runs
the boat with me. Some of the best advice she has received is
“Always take care of your crew. Sometimes when your racing you get distracted by everything going on but a retired
racer reminded me to always take care of the people who
are taking care of you.”
Their goal this year is to just do better each race,
since they are new to racing. “We have two wins out of our
two races so far but we keep trying to get better each lap and
each race.”
Every race day is not perfect, and when the day is
not going well, Taylor says it helps to take some alone time
and just be thankful for her great team that has her back.
Most of Taylor’s boat races are in Florida, but she
also races at Lake of the Ozarks, MO and Michigan City, IN.
She would love to get a National or World Championship
title one day. “I’ve grown up going to the races and awards
ceremonies but I would love to take one home for my team.”
Taylor’s favorite part of being a race driver is the
green flag. “All the nerves go away and it’s go time! I’m in
the zone and have so much fun.”
Her race day routine starts with an early morning
physicial and driver’s meeting. Then she gets a solid breakfast and is off to the pits to hang out until it is her turn. As
she gets into the boat, the nerves are usually going at this
point, but she just tries to remind herlself that it’s just an-

other boat ride. “I’ve done this before. My crew does a
really good job at helping me stay calm but hype me up
at the same time.”
Taylor is somewhat surprised that people are
already beginning to know who she is. “Since I’m new
to the sport I have just been trying to get used to people coming up and knowing me without me knowing
them. My favorite part has been the little girls who
want to take pictures and see that they can do the
same thing I am when they grow up. Since the boat
racing industry is predominantly male it definitely was
intimidating in my first drivers meeting. I just hope I
can help bring more women into the sport or even jut
show women they can drive a boat no matter how fast
it goes and have fun doing it!”
Taylor is always trying to improve on her turns.
That is where you can make up a lot of time, or loose
your edge.
At the end of Taylor’s career, she hopes to have
learned a lot. “I want to take this opportunity to grow and
learn more about the boat and setup. I have been in the
boating industry all my life but it is different when it comes
to racing. If I can learn and have fun while doing it, I am
happy.”
Taylor uses social media to promote herself, the
brand and the team mostly using Instagram. You can find
her @taylor.scism. She uses Facebook some, but tends to
keep that for people she personally knows. She is hoping
to start a YouTube channel once she gets more content together.
While being a female in a mostly male sport, it can
be intimidating, but Taylor just tries to keep her head up
and not let the little comments bother her. “The best way I
feel to handle it is to go out there each race and prove myself
on the course.”
Taylor has been very fortunate in that most of the
feedback and comments that she
has had have been very positive.
She stays away from the negativity on social media.
Taylor’s advice to other
females thinking of getting into
boat racing is “GO DO IT! If you
have a love or passion for a sport,
go try it! I would love to see more
females in boat racing.”
Taylor is single, and has
a 2-year old toy poodle named
Stella. She goes to work with her
every day. She was raised in St.
Louis, MO and attended college
at the University of Mississippi

where she studied marketing and manufacturing engineerings. Her sister is an attorney in New York City.
Something most people don’t know about her is that
she lived in Dubai for the first three years of her life and her
middle name is Hamed, named after her dad’s former racing partner.
Taylor is the head of marketing for Marine Technology Inc. She would like to continue to grow with MTI and
make it a lifelong career with the company. Her co-workers
were surprised at first when they learned she raced boats,
but they are very excited to be a part of her team and cheer
her on.
When she is not racing or working, she likes to
travel and scuba dive, and of course, drive boats for fun.
Maintaining a balance in her life is not always easy, but her
work life has led her to meet some of her best friends. She
also works with her family, so she has the best of all worlds
while she works.
Her parents started MTI back in 1998, manufacturing race boats after her dad had made and raced multi championship winning boats. This then turned into
pleasure boats and center consoles that they
now manufacture over 40 a year. MTI manufactured her race boat and she really feels like
it goes back to the company and her family’s
roots.
TAYLOR’S FAVORITES:
Food: Steak & Baked Potato
Vacation destination: Disney World
Lucky number: 7
Candy or Dessert: Key Lime Pie
Racetrack: Lake of the Ozarks
Movie: Into the Blue
Musician: Cardi B
Sports team: Ole Miss Landsharks
Race car driver: Louis Hamilton

Brittany Huizinga
Official Travel Planner of the IWMA.
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Auto racing began five
minutes after the
second car was built.

Preferred Partner
Jenni Schierman

— Henry Ford

My name is Jenni Schierman. I am a coach
and consultant with over a decade experience in the motorsports industry working
directly with athletes and high performers.
I am a Preferred Partner with the IWMA.
I am an experienced trainer, mentor, and
leader, and have worked for well-known
companies like Kawasaki and Nissan.
In my free time you can probably find me
at a racetrack cheering on a client or a
close friend, spending time with my rescue
dog Hess, or traveling. I currently make
my home in South Florida.
WHAT DO I DO?
I am a mental performance and executive
coach. I help athletes in many ways but
common areas are self confidence, visualization, impulse and emotional regulation and improved communication. I also
work with professionals from senior managers, directors all the way up to C-suite.
Qualifications: MA, Executive Coaching &
Consulting
BA Concordia University Irvine
IWMA members receive a no cost initial
zoom video consultation and first full session included free with the purchase of any
JS Coaching program.
Explore your unique situation and evaluate how mental performance coaching can
benefit you. Common benefits of coaching are: improved relationships, improved
stress management and increased confidence.
Website: https://www.jscoaching27.com/
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First Date Fun Transforms Shaunna to Driver
Shaunna Tucker from Fenton, MI had no plans to
become a race car driver, but in 2019, she met her boyfriend, Shawn Osborne and that all changed.
“Picture this.” said Shaunna.--- “Kalamazoo Speedway Sept. 14th, 2019 Night of Destruction was our very first
date. I had a blast being at the track. A couple weeks after
that he got his first race car. Once his season started and I
started spending more time at the track watching and help-

ing with what I could I decided that I wanted to race.”
This season (2021) is her first season to race at the
age of 40 and she is loving it! “My most memorable moment
was the look on Shawn’s face when I got out of my car my
very first time out on the track. The smile he had was priceless and just the look he had like “ yea that’s my girl!”
Shaunna has a 2005 Kia Optima and races in the
Burg Stock class at Galesburg (MI) Speedway. She has not
yet won a race, but said she hasn’t been last either! Her best
time so far is 20.2 seconds. Shawn, his dad Lonnie, and Corey Gaskell help her with the car. Her marketing partners
are S.A.F.E. Animal Rescue, Osborne Paint and Body, and
McGhan Motorsports. Her car is purple and white with a
teal roll cage, purple and teal numbers. She is number 19.
She chose that because her daughter’s birthday is the 6th
of January and her son’s birthday is the 13th of May, so
13+6=19, and her birthday is the 19th of February.
Her favorite part of being a race car driver is the
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friends and family she has made, and of course, the fans!
When she is having a bad day, she says she reacts the same
as everyone else---”yell, curse, then calm down and go back
out!”
Her racing goal is just to have fun and enjoy her
boyfriend’s hobby with him.
Race day routine for her is to wake up, caffeinate,
uncover the car, check the oil, radiator, and tires. She also
wants to make sure
the car is clean.
They load up the
car onto the trailer
and go through
her gear checklist, making sure
to bring the sandwiches, cooler and
other
necessary
items for the night.
When
she
is getting into the
car she is thinking
she needs to lose
weight (haha--her
words!). She is only
5’2” and the window sits high so
that’s a little tough
for her. And she
prays for her and
the car to come
back in one piece.
Since Shaunna is new to Galesburg, the fans are just
getting to know her, but are very supportive of the women
who race there. “Right now the only fans I know of for me
are my parents, other drivers, my boyfriend, family and
friends.”
Shaunna is working on improving her times and
hopes to accomplish a couple of wins in the future. Her car
is heavy but she is working to make it light so it will go
faster.
She promotes racing on social media, always telling
people to “get your backside trackside.” She mentions who
is racing, where and when, and telling them it will be good
racing, not to miss it! You can follow her on Facebook at
Shaunna Tucker.
Shaunna does not let anyone intimidate her on or
off the track. “I have plenty of back up if anyone tries starting anything with me.”

When she is not working or racing, she loves
going up north to her property in Rose City, riding the
4-wheeler, side-by-side, and dirt bikes. The family enjoys
going to the beach. She likes doing things with the kids
when she can and spending time with her boyfriend.
SHAUNNA’S FAVORITES:
Food: Anything BBQ
Vacation destination: I’m usually up north at my property
Lucky number:13
Racetrack: Galesburg Speedway, Galesburg Ml
Movie: The Crow Musician: Linkin Park
Sports team: Michigan Wolverines Football baby GO
BLUE!!! HAIL!!
Race car driver: My favorite race car driver of all time has
Her advice to other females if they are thinking of to be my boyfriend Shawn Osborne #21. He is the reason I
racing is “DO IT! Don’t let anyone tell you that you shouldn’t got into this sport!
or can’t! If you have a dream to be a race car driver then be
a race car driver!”
Shaunna plans to race a few seasons, and once she is
done, she will turn the keys over to her daughter Alize (pronounced Al-eh-zay). “She wants to get into demolition derbies and enduros. My son Riley is so not into racing hahaha.
Also I could not have done this without the help and support of my mom Carol Roberts who bought the car for me;
my boyfriend Shawn Osborne and his dad Lonnie Osborne
for all the work and late nights they put in to make this happen; and Corey Gaskell who was good at supervising lol. He
helped work on my car also. If it wasn’t for them.... I would
not be doing what I have come to love!”
Shaunna lives in Fenton with her daughter who is
15 and her son who is 9. She has three dogs, 2 Beagle Basset Mixes and a Pit Bull, named Stella, Harley and Timber.
They have 5 cats, Phantom, Star,
Oreo, Raptor and Cinderella, a
cockatiel named Bell and a bunny
named Kylo.
Her favorite piece of advice is don’t worry about what
other people think, just be yourself.
Shaunna says she is pretty much an
open book, there is nothing people
don’t know about her.
She works as the Assistant
Body Shop Manager at a Chevrolet
dealership. Her co-workers think
it is pretty awesome that she races
and always ask her how it went.
She’s able to balance work,
mom, and racing, but says she really has no idea how she does it!
“But I get it done! Any my kids help
me out a lot.”

Brothers Lead the Way for Sarah Owens

Sarah Owens from Covington, TN has a great story ily, making laps around the track, and adding a couple more
to share. Oftentimes their words are much better than my trophies to my collection. Then one day the boys surprised
interpretation, so here is Sarah’s story in her words.
me with a newer go-kart for me to race. I attempted to race
at Atoka Raceway Park in Brighton, TN but resulted in a
Racing has been a part of my life since I was a very wreck that scared me to the point of quitting. Joe continued
young child. I grew up listening to my father’s stories that to race for a few more years before we sold everything so
were focused around being on a dirt bike, racing his stock that he could race an open wheel modified. Throughout
car in Guam, or working on some sort of racecar that would the next several years I traveled with the boys to local tracks
go fast on a dirt track. I remember being out in the garage like Riverside in West Memphis, AR and followed the USCS
while my Dad worked on an engine and I would help him Modified series with them. I thoroughly enjoyed this time
oil the cylinders, torque the head bolts and intake mani- with my brothers and I am thankful that they always alfold bolts, and help set the clearance between the tip of the lowed me to join them on their journey.
rocker arm to the top of the valve stem. I was too young to
In 2017, the topic of go-kart racing was mentioned
know exactly what I was doing but enjoyed helping my dad and I was 110% on board and ready to get back on the track.
and I didn’t mind getting my hands dirty. Plus, I enjoyed I had just graduated radiology school and felt like racing
the citrus smell of the special Fast Orange soap Dad and my had been sucked out of my life. I needed some family time
brothers used.
and fun on the dirt. With the help of my brothers and Dad,
I have two older brothers who have helped shape we purchased a kart and got it ready for me to race. Within
me into the person that I am today. The oldest brother, the past four years, I have improved as a driver and I have
Paul, owns his own business, Tipton Machine Fabrication raced at a handful of different tracks in Arkansas, Mississipin Brighton, TN. Then there is Joe, who also works for Paul pi, and Tennessee. In 2019 I got really serious and received
and is the person I have always wanted to be like as a kid! multiple top three finishes and finished second in points for
If Joe signed up to play soccer, then I did too. If he rode his the MARS series. I was also able to make an appearance
bike all over the neighborhood until the sun went down, for the top five podium finishers at the O’Reilly Auto Parts
then I was right behind him. When he would go muddin’ Nationals in Batesville, MS. During the winter months of
with Paul in the Samurai, I would beg our mom to allow me 2021 I snagged the championship in Pro Stock during an
to ride along with them in the back seat. When I saw Joe out indoor race series at Coyote Run in Mason, TN. Without
on the track and finally got to experience what it was like on the encouragement from Joe, I never would have entered
the track then I wanted a “real go-kart” too.
this class with my Factory Stock kart but he knew I could
At the age of ten I registered for my first race at a keep up with the competition.
track in Independence, MS called Silver Eagle. That night
I believe 2021 will be a successful year as my drivthe track was having a yard kart race. My yard kart was not ing and racing skills continue to improve. With the support,
the kind you would find at Walmart or Tractor Supply with encouragement, and confidence of my parents, husband,
the big tires, roll cage, and florescent orange flag attached and brothers I have also accepted my first sponsorship from
to it. The type of yard kart I owned had a hard flat metal Chris Hope.
seat, no seatbelts, small skinny tires, and a Kawasaki 5hp
I met Chris a couple of years ago through some runhorizontal flat head engine. I remember feeling so excited; ning buddies while training for a marathon. My goal is to
I finally had made it onto the track like Joe! The night went spread the word of his foundation and help families in need.
well during my practice and heat race. I remember the posi- The Chris Hope Foundation (CHF) is a non-profit organitive energy that I got from my brothers and parents that zation and was created in Memphis, TN in 2015. CHF helps
day. They really enjoyed watching me on the track. When families who have a child battling cancer or a life-threatenit came time for my feature my dad strapped me in with a ing disease. This small but mighty foundation assists famiratchet strap and told me to “Hammer down!” I did as I was lies facing financial hardships, increases education opportold and came home with my first, first place trophy. I was tunities, provides temporary housing for Le Bonheur and
hooked after that; I really wanted a real go-kart…just like St. Jude families, and assists in activities that enhance the
Joe.
patient’s quality of life. For additional information go visit
A few weeks later the boys put me into a kart that www.chrishopefoundation.org. As a proud supporter for
they were trying to sell. I ran the aqua restrictor plate class CHF, it is an honor to be able to promote this organization,
at Silver Eagle. Unfortunately for me the kart sold pretty bring forth awareness, and gain more supporters for such
quickly; but I enjoyed spending the Saturdays with my fam- an outstanding cause.
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I challenge you to spread the word about CHF and for donations and other additional information please visit www.
chrishopefoundation.org.
I enjoy being with my family and helping each other
out. Purchasing one go-kart turned into five Leister Racing
karts and whether it’s myself in victory lane or one of my
family members it’s a joy to be a part of the racing community. I wouldn’t be able to do it without the help, encouragement, and support from everyone. Big thanks to: Paul and
Theresa Leister (parents), Jonathan Owens (husband), Paul
and Joseph Leister (brothers), Casey Leister (sister-in-law),
Travis Ashley, Chuck Feuchter, and Ronald Shipley (familyfriends). Thank you, Chris Hope, for reaching out and giving me the opportunity to support your foundation while
on the dirt track!
Here’s a little extra about me…I started running in
2013 after the bombing of the Boston marathon. I picked
up the habit of running before dinner every night. At first,
I just started with a mile around my neighborhood. Once
I felt comfortable with that then I increased my mileage.
I didn’t have any reason as to why I was running and the
thought of running half a marathon was crazy to me. I eventually got up to 3 miles and registered for my first 5K run for

breast cancer awareness. Throughout the years since 2013 I
have ran seven marathons, one 50K, and I am running my
first 50-mile race in November 2021 in IL. The marathons
that I have completed have been centered around St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital and raising money for charity.
This year I am running the St. Jude half marathon and I am
also part of TeamHOPE with Chris Hope as captain. The
team’s goal is to get 100 runners to join our team, raise $1K
each, and raise a whopping total of $100,000 for St. Jude. As
mentioned before, Chris Hope is my first sponsor.
My most memorable moment while racing was in
2019 when I had decided to register for the O’Reilly Nationals in Batesville, MS. In 2017, I didn’t think I had enough
seat time or confidence to have what it took to be at the
event so I watched Joe from the stands and in 2018, I attempted to race but didn’t do well. This particular weekend
is a huge deal for racers. It’s the type of event where hundreds of drivers show up and give it all they got to win a big
slot machine trophy and a big check. What was so special
about this race was that I was still pretty “green” to this type
of racing style. Indoor racing is fast and aggressive. You have
to be on top of your game and be ready for some beating
Continued to Page 34
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Owens Continued from Page 33
and banging...that’s just how it is when it comes to indoor
tracks. I had been running outdoor tracks and grooved tires
since 2017, other than the one attempt at nationals in 2018.
Long story short, I ended up being able to adapt on slick
tires and hang with the guys whom are more experienced
and I came home with a fifth-place finish. Just goes to show
that you should never underestimate yourself! Always trust
your pit crew and go out there and give it all you got!
My marketing partners include Chris Hope Foundation (CHF), Tipton Machine Fabrication, J&C Graphics
& Tees, Ashley Racing.
My dad, brothers Paul and Joe, sister-in-law Casey,
& family friend Travis help me with my car. Being part of a
five-kart family racing team is A LOT of work. I’ve tried to
increase my time spent working on my kart so that it is less
work on everyone else. There is a lot of work that is involved
that others don’t realize. You can’t just get in the kart, race
it, load it up, and get it back out for the next Saturday’s race.
It is a joint effort & I wouldn’t be able to do it without my
family/pit crew. We all seem to pick up the tasks and get it
all done together so that each of us can enjoy what we love
the most during race season.
My best finish was at Atoka Raceway Park in Brighton, TN in 2019. I received my first, first place finish since
getting back in the seat in 2017. Seemed like it took forever
to be able to be in victory lane but winning only comes with
patience and determination. You can’t give up; otherwise,
you’ll definitely never get to victory lane. This is also the
track that I crashed at when I was younger. Many years have
passed since then but it’s great to have outgrown the fear.
When I’m having a bad day at the track, I am hard
on myself in general because growing up we were taught to
do whatever it is we are doing with 110%. So, if I’m having
an off day or just not mentally or physically prepared and
I don’t finish well or perform to my best abilities then I get
upset with myself and I beat myself up. I know I shouldn’t
but I just get really down because I know that I can do better. I watch my races on videos and critique myself so that
I know what not to do for the next race and eventually I
get out of my bad mood. Sometimes this is where a good
long-distance run can be a game changer and I can run the
frustration out. I try to remind myself that the whole reason
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why I wanted to get back into racing was just for fun but
when you’re so competitive it can be hard to accept.
We race in Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee.
The past couple of years there has been a little indoor horse
arena in Mason, TN that has allowed MARS to put on a
winter series; this track is called Coyote Run. During the
summer months I race at outdoor tracks in a MARS series
that allows me to travel between two tracks for points. One
track is Atoka Raceway Park in Brighton, TN and the other
track is Jonesboro Karting Complex located in Jonesboro,
AR. The O’Reilly Nationals are hosted at an indoor facility
in Batesville, MS which is held during Thanksgiving weekend. In November 2020 there were 1,505 total entries registered for this annual two day event.
My go-kart is a 2018 Millenium Faktor Sequel chassis with a Leister Power engine built by my dad, Paul Leister
Jr. Generally, I race in Factory Stock but I have participated
in a few Pro Stock races.
My kart body has always been black with white with
red graphics. There isn’t really any significance as to why I
picked those colors. My number was 17 for multiple years
because 2017 was when I got back in the kart, graduated

radiology school, and met my husband...so 17 became my
favorite number. But then I bought a new kart that was already wrapped with bright florescent neon colors and a nice
big pink “1” displayed. So, I’ve kept that for the past couple
of years. With my first sponsor coming on board my kart
will look a little different within the week. I am going back
to the black, red, and white color scheme and the number
15 will be displayed because 2015 is when the Chris Hope
Foundation was born.
My goal for my racing career is that each time on the
track I want to improve as a driver and to have fun. My favorite part of being a driver is spending time with the family doing what we love, feeling the adrenaline rush, seeing
myself improve and of course beating the guys!
My race day routine begins by preparing my pit
crew’s dinner early in the morning. Sometimes I enjoy a 5
mile morning run, get cleaned up, meet everyone at Paul’s
house to load up everything, and head out to the track. At
the track we unload, register, chit chat with other racers,
get ready for practice. After practice we usually change the
oil and make any necessary changes for the heat race. After
the heat race we may walk the track, eat, wash tires, make
changes to the kart if needed, and get ready for the main
event.

When I get into the kart befoe the race, I usually
get a little pep talk from Travis; I think about what he says
about the track and other drivers before I jump in the seat.
I think about my breathing while waiting to go out on the
track; take that one big breath to take the jitters away and
get in the zone. Then I try to stay focused, competitive, and
consistent while on the track.
I hope to make an impact on the motorsports industry, by inspiring another girl and give her that sparkle in
her eye and glimmer of hope to race just as my parents and
brothers did for me. This isn’t a boy’s only race sport. Girls
can enjoy speed, be competitive, and be filled with joy and
a sense of accomplishment. It is a great confidence builder
too! While I am promoting CHF and raising awareness of
the hardships a family is enduring, I am hopeful that more
people will not only become aware of the foundation and
help but also become aware of the dirt track racing community and the sport itself.
I always try to improve, and I’m not quite sure what
it is about the track in Jonesboro but I’m just not as confident there as I am at Atoka Raceway Park. It might be
the track, kart, me, or a combo of all three but I’m lacking
something. I have a feeling I’ll figure it out this year and
when I do it’s going to be a game changer.
Continued to Page 36

NASCAR, ANDRETTI & PETTY
RACING EXPERIENCES:

DISCOUNT FOR IWMA MEMBERS ONLY:
Additional 10% off lowest rate (including sale rates) of the following:

NASCAR Racing Experience
Mario Andretti Racing Experience
Richard Petty Driving Experience

www.andrettiracing.com

www.nascarracingexperience.com
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Owens Continued from Page 35

I have a couple goals for the end of my career. It
would be cool to win a leather jacket for this year’s MARS
outdoor championship. I might be setting the bar a little
too high for myself but it would be even better if I won the
Nationals this year.
I use Facebook to share important announcements
like race schedule, parts for sale, and other information.
Videos and photos are also posted for out-of-town family
members or friends who can’t make it to the races. My Facebook page is Leister Racing – www.facebook.com/LeisterRacing.
I don’t think about being a female in a male dominated sport. It doesn’t bother me at all; I’ve actually never
really thought about it. I’ve grown up with two older brothers so being around guys is normal. I’m thankful that my
parents didn’t restrict me from any type of activity that
wasn’t a “feminine” sport. Since they didn’t limit me, I’d like
to think that it has broadened my knowledge about other
things in life.
If I miss practice for whatever reason then I feel
like my whole night is wrecked. It’s only happened a couple
of times but I don’t like to let that happen.We only get 3
times out on the track; practice, heat, feature. So if I miss
a “round” then a feel like I’m at a disadvantage to the other
drivers. I try to regroup and not let negative thoughts get to
me.
My advice to other females is to know that it’s not

We’re here to help you show your
true colors! Whether you’re a Racer,
Car Owner or Truck Owner, we’re
here to help you wear your story!
With the brightest minds in the business, we bring you the freshest ideas
and coolest/cutest designs every day.
Though we started as a simple t shirt
company with big dreams, we’ve expanded our reaches to help you tell
your story in every way possible.

20% Discount for IWMA Members ONLY
www.mycarmyrulesstore.com
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easy. You have to be patient with yourself and your kart.
Learn what it feels like when changes have been made
and take note. Be competitive. Observe other racers on
the track. Make friends and ask for help. Maintenance is
key. Don’t give up.
As far as a little more about me personally, my
parents, Paul and Theresa, raised me and my two older
brothers, Paul and Joe. Dad was in the Navy for 20 years
so my mom was the primary caretaker for me and my
siblings while Dad was often deployed on an aircraft carrier. I didn’t get to see as much of the world compared to
my brothers because my dad retired a few years after I was
born. I was born in Jacksonville, FL and raised in TN and
MS. I spent most of my childhood in Olive Branch, MS
and graduated high school in 2010 from Desoto Central
High School in Southaven, MS and currently live in Covington, TN with my husband, Jonathan. Jonathan and I
met at a biker’s club in Olive Branch, MS through mutual
friends in 2017 and later got married in 2019. We have
two adopted rescue mixed breed dogs, Boomer and Copper.
A piece of advice I have received is: Don’t quit.
It doesn’t matter what it is in life...do not quit. Complete
what you sign yourself up for even if its super challenging.
Finish the job. Conquer the challenge no matter how hard
it is, if it takes longer than expected to finish, or even if
you are dead last. Even if you fail, get up, dust yourself off,
and try again to prove that you really can succeed.
Something most people don’t know about me is
that I was named after the aircraft carrier that my father
sailed on, the USS Saratoga.
I am a full time Radiologic Technologist “x-ray
tech” and I also work as needed at Paul’s fabrication shop,
Tipton Machine Fabrication, in Brighton, TN. At the hospital I take care of patients by performing their MRI exams. Our one MRI scanner in the hospital provides services for outpatients, inpatients, and the ER. Being able to
help my brother at his shop is relaxing and fun. His workload can be pretty intense at times and if I can help relieve
the pressure just a little then that’s what I want to do. I am
glad that he trusts me and has the confidence in me to let
me be part of the team and to operate his machines.
Most of my co-workers think it’s pretty cool and
adventurous. I’ve had a couple associates show up with
their families to cheer me on; which makes me happy to
know that I am bringing families together.
Maintaing balance? My life is “organized chaos”...
if there really is such a thing. Between jobs, training for
my 50mi run, preparing for racing, taking care of the
mutts, trying to complete house projects, and routine
housewife chores life can get pretty crazy and feel like it’s
spiraling out of control. Most of the time I manage to keep

my head up and take care of everything. However, there are
some days where I feel like I’m failing at everything so I just
step back, take some deep breaths, make a check list of a few
things to get done that day, and complete only what’s on the
list and tell myself that tomorrow is a new day.
When I am not racing, I run, cook, spend time with
my husband on the back of his Harley, go camping, swimming, lounge around and relax; outdoor activities are my
favorite.

SARAH’S FAVORITES:
Food: Anything. I love fruits, veggies, tacos, and carbs. I
was raised not to be a picky eater.
Vacation destination: I would love to visit the Grand Canyon and experience at Arizona River Runner trip.
Lucky number: Don’t have one.
Candy or dessert: Neither, I’m a salt lover; pickles are my
favorite.
Racetrack: Atoka Raceway Park
Movie: G.I. Jane
Musician: Don’t have a favorite however in my truck my
options are country or rock n’ roll. I listen to anything from
the oldies, instrumental, rock n’ roll, country, hip hop, to
alternative bands.
Sports team: Alabama – ROLL TIDE
Race car driver: Joseph Leister
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Targa Tasmania Race on Couple’s Bucket List

Aussie Kelly Handley
says cars have always been
a part of her life. “My dad is
a collector, enthusiast and
backyard tinkerer, and some
of my earliest memories are
going with him to car shows
and events. As for racing, like
many women of my era (I’m
forty-something now), my
introduction to motorsport
came via my partner.”
When Kelly and her
husband were in their early
twenties, her husband started doing track day after he
bought his first sports car. “I’m
not the kind of person that
likes sitting on the sideline, so
I jumped into the driver’s seat
at an Oran Park track day,
and the rest is history, as they
say. I quickly started racing in
state-level events, driving in
super sprints, motorkhanas
and hillclimbs. My start as a rally codriver – my true racing passion - came about because my husband gets horribly
travel sick!”
“Doing a tarmac rally (specifically Targa Tasmania,
our sport’s pinnacle event) was on both of our bucket lists,
but since there was no chance he’d make it through the first
stage without turning green, I jumped into the co-driver’s
seat. I loved it from the moment I did my first rally stage. It
worked out I was not too bad at co-driving, and I’ve ended
up doing more racing than my husband (who is a pretty
good circuit racer himself) over the years as a result. I’ve
rallied on both tarmac and gravel, but I tend to do more
tarmac rallies these days. I still occasionally drive at events
too.”
Kelly has been participating in motorsports at a
club, state, and national level as a driver and co-driver for
nearly 20 years. She has been an active member of motorsport clubs through this time, including taking on leadership
roles such as the Vice President of the Skyline Club in NSW
(New South Wales).
“In addition to this, I was more recently involved in
the Women of Australian Motor Sport (WAMS) Committee
for two years. This national committee aimed to increase
the number of women participating in all facets of motorsport – everything from competitors and volunteers to the
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media and engineers and
mechanics in teams.”
Kelly’s most memorable moment was her
first tarmac rally podium,
which was at Targa Wrestpoint nearly a decade ago.
It was even more memorable because it was achieved
with a talented female
driver, Matilda Mravičić.
Kelly and her husband own a race car together and she also works
with a fantastic group of
drivers she competes with
throughout the year in
their cars. “My husband
does the vast majority of
work and prep for our car
(even though he’s not a mechanic by trade), with me
serving as the apprentice!”
Kelly and her husband have a Nissan Skyline
R32 GT-R, which they take to rallies when it’s behaving! It
has also been set up so that it meets specs for production
car circuit racing in Australia. They don’t always race together, though, given her husband’s work commitments, so
Kelly has a fantastic group of drivers she also competes with
throughout the year. “Over the years, I’ve sat in a HUGE variety of cars! Lots of Skylines, a few V8 utes, MX5s, WRXs
and EVOs. I also won the Tasmanian Co-driver Championship in a Mitsubishi Mirage Cyborg.”
“No matter what car I’m in, I’m fortunate to be supported by brilliant teams of people (who we call service
crews) when I compete at events. These people will travel
hundreds of kilometres in a day to make sure they’re there
to meet us at the end of stages with fuel and to work on any
repairs needed.”
“Our car is predominantly yellow. The colour was
chosen on the advice of an amazing and respected Australian motorsport photographer, Tim Jones, who sadly passed
away a few years back. Tim mentioned the striking yellow our car was painted really popped in photos, so we’ve
maintained the colour ever since. Our car is decked out in
a Godzilla livery, thanks to a local company, Signage One.
The Godzilla theme is because the R32 GT-R is nicknamed
after the famed prehistoric sea monster.”
“Nissan designed the R32 GT-R with one goal in

mind - to dominate the Group A race category in the Japanese Touring Car Championship. It achieved this and then
made its way to the Australian Touring Car Championship
in 1990, where it completely dominated, so much so the
rules were changed to stop the GT-R from racing. For this
reason, the car earned the nickname Godzilla here in Australia because it was ‘the monster from Japan’. For more obvious reasons, we race under the number 32 (or a variation
of it).”
Kelly’s best finish was a win at the Tasmanian Codriver Championship, a 2WD co-driver championship in
her first season co-driving in gravel rallies around ten years
ago. What was remarkable about that is that the won the
championship in a state she never lived in! She flew two
hours each way every month during the season to compete.
The class she runs in at events is dictated by the car
she is in. She often races in the Early Modern and Modern
Categories, but primarily competes in the Tarmac Rally category. “I’m usually entered in events as a co-driver, but the
term navigator is also used to describe my role.”
“The difference between a co-driver and a navigator
is that a co-driver can drive the car too. “I’m entered as a codriver so that I can drive stages if the driver can’t for some
reason, like being unexpectedly unwell while we’re competing. Other teams enter as co-drivers to share the driving at
events.”

“My job when we’re racing is to help us get safely
and quickly through stages by calling pace notes. These
notes essentially give detailed information on the road immediately ahead – covering things like the direction and
severity of corners, the distance between corners and any
obstacles.”
“I also have to read an event’s roadbook outside of
the competitive stages to get us from stage to stage in the
times allowed for transporting.”
Tarmac Rally is a unique form of motorsport where
sealed roads (the ones they all drive on every day) are closed
for competition. This includes everything from roads running through farmlands to street stages through towns and
challenging climbs up and down tricky mountain passes.
There are two main series in Australia, and she competes in both the Motorsport Australia TARGA Championship, and The Australian Tarmac Rally Championship. The
later series - the Australian Tarmac Rally Championship - is
relatively new and very Exciting. It’s managed by the first
fully-owned female motorsport event management company in Australia.
The longest event in Australia, Targa Tasmania,
runs over six days (yes six!) and 2,000kms. It also includes
a 56km stage which takes around 22 and a half minutes in
perfect conditions.
Continued to Page 40
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“I occasionally compete in gravel rallies which are
run in forests around Australia. Up until recently, I’ve also
been involved in hillclimbing, racing my electric road registered car and tackling the courses making up the NSW Hill
Climb Championship. We’re just waiting for EV regs to be
finalised to get back into this series.”
Kelly’s goal for her racing career is to enjoy her racing first and foremost and achieve great results in the process. Her favorite part of racing is being a part of a team,
and rally racing is undoubtedly that. “There’s the team in
the car – you and your driver. And the team that supports

you getting through events – your service crew. To succeed,
everyone in that collective group has to come together and
play their part.”
“There is nothing like the thrill of getting to the end
of a stage when you feel you’ve called the notes flawlessly,
where you and your driver have been perfectly dialed into
each other, the pace notes and the car. There is also nothing like the thrill of getting to the end of an event with the
support of your service crew. This is especially true for the
longer events like Targa Tasmania, which run for nearly a
week, where you will invariably be thrown a logistical or
mechanical challenge that you need to solve and overcome
together.”
Kelly’s race day routine actually begins the night before. She has to have her gear and notes laid out perfectly
the night before she races. “I also religiously check my roadbook and pace notes as I walk out the door. We’ll have multiple books to work with at many events, and my biggest fear
is getting to the event start and not having the right books
with me! I also try to have a light but healthy breakfast and
go for a morning walk, time permitting. There is nothing
worse than starting a long day in the car feeling sluggish.”
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“Rallies are actually a very fun and very social environment. There can be lots of standing around, waiting
to start the event and stages, so there’s a great camaraderie
amongst the competitors, lots of jokes and even some occasionally good-natured trash talking. But as soon as I’m
in the car, ready to start a stage, my brain switches to focus
single-mindedly on what I need to do to help us get through
the stage ahead quickly and safely.”
One of the things Kelly enjoys about racing is the
thrill she gets when she sees the look of surprise on a young
girls face when they realize the person in the race car is another girl.
Kelly hopes to have an impact on motorsports by
fostering greater female participation in
Australian motorsport. “I’d like to think
the work I did as part of the WAMS Committee started this, helping to increase the
number of females participating across
disciplines and roles. I also hope my profile
in the Australian rally community and ongoing activity promoting female participation in all areas of our sport is continuing
to support that aim.”
Kelly hopes to improve by doing
some more competitive driving. “Being
a good co-driver is much more than just
reading pace notes well and not getting car
sick! I think you need to understand how
cars drive and perform to help you develop a good sense of rhythm, and I believe
that driving helps hone that skill. And I always like to learn
more mechanical tricks. I can do many of the basics quickly
(like changing a tyre) and diagnose and help fix problems,
but it is an area I can always work on.”
At the end of her career, Kelly hopes to have completed 15 Targa Tasmanias and being inducted into the Hall
of Fame. If things go as planned, she hopes to hit that milestone next year. “Bigger
picture, I’d just like to have
a long run in the sport. I’ve
been competing for nearly
two decades, and I’d like to
be competing for another
two decades at least!”
Kelly doesn’t use
iRacing, but as a co-driver,
she watches a lot of in-car
video from the rallies, both
her own and other teams.
“It’s great to see how other
co-drivers call, and there

is always something to learn in terms of new
ways to do things. Watching myself calling
stages is a brilliant way to pick up things I
can improve, too.”
Handling being a female in motorsports was tricky for Kelly to answer! While I
absolutely recognize there are issues with female participation across motorsport, there
is much less male domination within rally.
The last data I saw suggested 40% of Targa
Tasmania participants were women accounting for competitors, service crews, officials, event media and the organising team
– a brilliant achievement. However, I have
competed in other disciplines where female
participation is much lower. In those areas, I
tend to focus on what I can do positively and
proactively to promote greater participation.
From getting involved in committees to encourage more women into the sport to taking steps to help newer participants at their
first events.”
“I actually believe motorsport can be
a great equaliser when it comes to gender –
many of the best drivers I’ve co-driven for just so happen to
be women. The real challenge is showing females the pathway into the sport.”
Kelly only had one occasion where there was an issue, right at the start of her adventures in motorsports. “I was
entered in a circuit competition and was the only female entered in the series. When I turned up to the driver’s briefing,
a fellow male driver told me the girlfriends and wives had
to wait outside while the briefing ran. I thanked him for his
‘advice’, bit my tongue and hung out at the back of the room.
He was left red-faced when the event organisers finished the
briefing and called me out, saying how pleased they were to
have a female join the competition. But the way I decided
to really tackle the
issue with this fellow driver was
to let my driving
and results do the
talking. Needless
to say, I think his
opinion of female
drivers changed
dramatically after I
overtook him and
then lapped him
during the event!”
Kelly’s advice
for other females

thinking about getting involved in motorsports is that it is
not as daunting as it seems. “You will find so many people –
female and male – who will be happy to support you on this
adventure, so the most challenging thing is making the decision to do it and deciding what area of motorsport you’d
like to be involved in. And in Australia, there are now many
come and try days and development programs designed to
get people into motorsport, including some brilliant programs specifically designed for women, run by Race Chix.
Kelly was born and raised in Australia. She was educated in Sydney and had quite a creative upbrining, attending the renowned Newtown High School of the Performing
Arts, where she was actively involved in music, dance and
drama.
She then did a complete U-turn and headed to Macquarie University, where she obtained a very uncreative degree in Economics!
She has been married to her childhood sweetheart
for 21 years and they have four kids of the four-legged kind
(dogs).
Kelly is also a tree changer. “I spent most of my life
as one of the five million-plus people living elbow to elbow
in Sydney before I took a leap of faith and moved to the
country. My husband and I left our quarter acre block and
city-based jobs for a 100-acre patch of trees, dams and a few
paddocks a few hours out of Sydney. We live here full-time
with our two kelpie dogs, a zoo’s worth of native animals
(kangaroos, wallabies, wombats, tree goannas) and the ocContinued to Page 43
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casional stray herd of cows. My skills now include chainsawing fallen trees without damaging my own limbs and
mothering baby ducks!”
“I think tree changing has set the foundation for
my life achieving balance. Life outside of a big city is a lot
slower and less expensive, meaning I can work less and
spend more time doing the things that help me feel like life
is in balance, like racing and being outdoors generally.”
A couple pieces of advice that have stuck with her
are (1) Never stop learning and (2) You’ll learn more from
failure than from success.
Something most people don’t know about Kelly is
that she was one of the first females to join Scouts in Australia, when girls were (finally!) allowed to join the organization, and she is a Queen’s Scout.
Kelly is a senior marketing professional with more
than 20 years of experience, working with leading Australian and global brands, small to medium enterprises and
start-ups. She currently works as a consultant, providing
strategic and practical advice to organizations on their marketing and business development efforts.
Her co-workers are generally shocked at first when
they find out she races. “They are quite surprised, given
they only ever see me looking very corporate in a business
suit, not a race suit! Many are also amazed that I can sit in a
car and call pace notes at speed without getting sick! Once
they get past the shock and disbelief, they usually think being a co-driver is a pretty incredible thing to do, and they
can see why I love it and do it. I’m incredibly organized and
consistently reliable in my work life – traits you need to be
a good codriver.”
Her life’s work goal is to work less so she can spend
more time racing!
When she is not working or racing, she loves driving the tractor up and down the paddocks! “It’s still a bit of
a novelty to me, and it’s actually quite fun and very relaxing!”
Follow Kelly on social media on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/kelhandley
KELLY’S FAVORITES:
Food: The rare meals I get to enjoy at a restaurant (living in
the middle of nowhere means just eating out is a treat)
Vacation destination: Scotland to see family
Lucky number: 32
Candy or Dessert: I don’t have a sweet tooth – give me a
cheese plate any day!
Racetrack: Bathurst (NSW, Australia)
Movie: All of the movies in the original Star Wars Trilogy
Musician: Foo Fighters
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Race Event Logistics Drew Shannon Welch to Sport

Shannon Welch grew up in upstate NY, went to college in Ithaca for Media and Communications, then moved
to Southern California after graduating college. “I didn’t
grow up around motorsports and I didn’t even know off
roading was a “thing” until I was almost 30. And by the time
I was 40, I was running one of the biggest off road racing
organizations in the country!”
A piece of advice that has stuck with Shannon is
“If you want something bad enough, say yes, even if you’ve
never done it before, then work on figuring out how to do
it!”
There is not much people don’t know about Shannon. She considers helself an open book. However she
didn’t know how to drive a stick shift until she was almost
35. The first thing she ever drove with a cluth was a motorcycle when she was 30.
Shannon works as a consultant with small businesses, primarily in the after-market world, on their marketing,
branding and communications strategy. “Before I went to
work for King of The Hammers, I worked as a corporate
headhunter with International Law Firms.
At first she didn’t share with co-workers and clients
that she was involved in motorsports, but then she found
out it was a great way to have them remember her, and she
stood out from the pack. “They were shocked to hear that
I’d leave the office and head to the middle of the desert to
work on cars, manage teams, etc.”
Her long-term career goal has changed over time,
but now at the age of 44, she wants to work with people she
respects, doing work she is passionate about.
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Maintaining balance in her life is not easy, as many
people in the racing world deal with. “I tend to be all throttle. Fully pinned until I either reach my goals or run out
of fuel. But since leaving Hammerking and doing my own
consulting I’ve been working on finding more balance. Every day starts with walking my dog. It’s about creating rituals and routines I return to after I’ve been on the road.”
Shannon and her husband love to go deep sea fishing when they have free time. “It’s a different kind of adrenaline rush when you hook up.”
Shannon was never into cars or racing when she
was younger. Her college girlfriends would tell you the only
thing she knew she didn’t want in her life was a guy who
liked cars! Then she ended up being the one that got interested in cars!
“It started with a buddy asking if he could borrow
my Tivo in like 2002 to record something called “Dakar.” I
didn’t even know off road racing was a thing until he’d come
over to watch these episodes that would air in the middle
of the night. I found myself fascinated with the logistics of
putting on races like that. Moving base camp each day of
the rally, how you worked out the insurance, the logistics,
etc. I was also really driven by the “never quit” nature of
the racers. Ironically, the first two men that inspired me, I
watched on television. I’ve since had a chance to work with
both of them helping them with marketing and promotions. They were American Dakar Racers Jimmy Lewis and
Chris Blais. Then this friend took me out on his dual sport. I
fell in love. I bought my own dualsport. Then my own Jeep,
and it was with the Jeep that I met my best friend who built
a car to race in King of The Hammers… you see where this
is going.”
Shannon has two most memorable moments. One
was as a racer, and one as a promoter. “Our team’s very first
off road race was Vegas to Reno the Hard Way. We built our
own car, for a new class, when we showed up at tech, everyone laughed at how big and ugly our car was. They weren’t
laughing when 3 days later, we actually won our class in our
first ever race! That had me hooked for life on getting car
to the finish line no matter what it took. As a promoter, the
most memorable moment was when we were able to Save
Johnson Valley from becoming a closed to the public marine base. And continue to hold King of The Hammers on
the land.”
Shannon does not have any marketing partners
for herslef, but she helps many other companies with their
marketing.
When her team raced, all her off road friends helped
with the car. She never drove the car, but the team won sev-

eral races. “I was the person who handled all the logistics, oversaw the crews, sourced parts in the middle

of nowhere, etc. Our crew was regularly the only crew
with 3-5 women in the pits. Whereas other teams had
none.”
The team has raced all over the US and in Europe. Her race experience was in ULTRA4-King of the
Hammers until she went to Baja and helped manage the
SCORE Mexican 1000 for a few years as well. Their car
was orange, and if they were going to be known as big
and ugly, they wanted to stand out. Their race team was
even known as “Big Ugly Racing.”
Her race day routine begins the night before
with a good night’s rest. She makes a point of being
composed for everyone who is depending on her on
race day when the green flag drops. “The more in control I am the morning of, the more in control everyone
who helps get me to the finish is.”
Her goal for her racing career is to put on epic
races that people remember long after the checkered
flag has dropped.
One of her favorite fan moments was when a
guy walked up to her at King of The Hammers with his
daughters and told her how he tells them about Shannon all the time, and he loves that she has shown that
women can have careers and make money in the motorsports world.
Shannon has already made an impact on her
world of motorsports. “When I started working for
King of The Hammers I was the first employee, and we
only had one race a year that was ours with about 100
cars. When I left, more than 600 vehicles raced during
KOH week, we had a national series, an international
series, and we had hosted tv shows on NBC Sports
for 4+ years. I was responsible for every ounce of our
promotion and marketing of our series to the world.
My goal was to make “King of The Hammers” a name
known inside and outside the motorsports world, and I
think we accomplished that.”
Something Shannon would like to improve on

is being in the moment. “I’m always looking for the next
brass ring to grab onto instead of appreciating the moment
at hand. At the end of my career, I would like to see more
women in off road and motorsports, and I would like there
to be more places to off road on public lands.”
Shannon could write books about how to use social media to promote your team. (She probably should do
that!) “I took us from less than 1000 followers to over half
a million followers online. You have to tell your story and
keep telling your story until it becomes legend and then
other people want to tell that story for you.”
“I’ve been told I intimidate people, and it’s not intentional, but I’ve learned that you do have to be strong and
stand up for yourself and what you believe in when you are a
female surrounded by mostly men. Make sure your opinion
is heard and valued. If you bring value to the environment,
you will earn respect.”
“There’s been
all sorts of issues, and
a lot really stemmed
from women who
didn’t get how I got
to where I was and
so wanted to spread
rumors that simply weren’t true. The
things I’ve heard about
myself over the years
just make me laugh.
You rise up. And you
live your life in such
a way that it becomes
apparent the rumors
clearly can’t be true or
about you.”
Shannon’s advice for females who want to get involved is “If you want it bad enough, you can make it happen. You just have to rise above the drama and make it
about your passion for the sport. I see so many women get
bogged down in the rumors and the he said/she said. The
ones that keep their eye on the goals, they rise above all of
that and they prove their haters wrong by showing up, and
continuing to try every day until they succeed. “
Follow Shannon on social media at: Facebook.com/
Shannonwelch and instragram @theshannonwelch
SHANNON’S FAVORITES:
Food: Steak
Lucky number: 37
Vacation destination: Baja, Mexico
Candy or Dessert: Dessert – though I prefer salty to sweet.
Racetrack: Wild West Motorsports Park Reno, NV
Movie: Love Actually
Musician: P!nk
Sports team: Buffalo Bills
Race car driver: Chris Blais
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Best. Day. Ever.

Mylee JoAnn Rhames
Listen to Racing Girls Rock Podcast on:

Podbean
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Sara Chappell Creates Heart Stopping Memories
When I started writing this article, I thought about
how many female photographers I know in the motorsports
industry and I can only count enough to fill one hand. The
talented photographer I am introducing you to right now
is none other than Sara Chappell. I met Sara at the MotoAmerica round at Road America last May when spectators weren’t allowed back yet, and it was just photographers
running around with the teams. She knew a lot about racing and motorcycles, but what made her so memorable was
her friendliness and the way she just championed the other
photographers around her.
Sara first got into the racing world by going to
WERA races with friends and started going to more events
from there. Also, as a note to add to her cool girl points: she
rides as well! Her first bike was a 2017 Yamaha FZ-07 and
she currently rides a 2021 Aprilia RS 660 and a 2018 Honda
Grom. The most memorable race she has attended was the
MotoGP round at Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sara adds,
“It had a lasting impact on how exciting motorcycle racing
is. You’ll never forget the sound of a GP bike once you’ve
heard one in person.”
She started photographing residential photography
within her brokerage, but her entrance into road racing
photography was at Mid-Ohio for Vintage Days. Since then,
she has traveled to several different tracks across the United
States, capturing breathtaking, heart stopping photos at different races. When I asked what her most memorable race
was that she photographed, Sara said, “At Road America last
season I was able to capture my first crash sequence with
Mathew Scholtz and Bobby Fong as they came together in
front of me in Turn 5. Not only was it memorable for me,
but probably a vivid memory for both riders as well!” If you
see the photos, you’ll understand what I mean by saying
“heart stopping.” She captured the moment so well, you can
almost feel the emotions of the riders.
With COVID throwing everything for a loop, Sara
told me she has been experimenting with studio lighting
during the downtime and learning new skills in the process.
This year, the team she photographs for, Robem Engineering, introduced their new bikes: three 2021 Aprilia RS660s.
She put her newfound studio lighting skills to work and
documented the delivery and unveiling of the new bikes.
She produced dramatic, stunning shots of the bikes that
even Aprilia couldn’t pass up the opportunity to show her
work to the world. For photographers, seeing people enjoy
your photographs and publish your work means everything. For Sara, her proudest moments in her photography
career have been just that, “Seeing your photographs being
published or used in advertising by riders and companies
alike.”
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By: Jessica Johnk

“My husband told me everyone starts
somewhere, the important thing is to
start and improve from there.
Just putting in the effort and the time
will get you farther than wishing you
had tried something.”
				--Sara Chappell

Besides photographing MotoAmerica races this year, Sara is also looking forward to working with new companies
for their marketing needs. She said, “Each season my network grows and making new connections to gain exposure in
this niche market.” When I asked what her goal is for this year she said, “To expand my network further in the sport while
capturing memories people can look back at and appreciate.” Another dream for her is to photograph MotoGP at Circuit
of the Americas (fingers crossed they come back to the United States).
Now let me take a second to brag on Sara from a photographer’s point of view: when I first saw her photos, they
jumped out at me because of several factors. She nails the lighting, she knows how to frame a photograph, she captures the
motion and the speed of the bikes, plus she is able to freeze a moment and you can feel the emotion in the image you’re
looking at. And that is when the riders have helmets on! The photos and emotions she captures in the candid moments
are equally impressive works of art. When I asked her what her favorite thing about racing is, she said, “It is never boring!
My favorite thing about motorsports photography is the dynamic landscapes and constant change of subject matter in the
challenges of capturing it in the moment.” That explains why her favorite track to photograph at is Barber Motorsports
Park. If you take a glance at her work from that race, you will see how perfectly she captured the weekend.
When asked who inspires her the most, Sara replied, “The Photographers and Videographers alongside me at the
tracks. We all may be trying to capture the same subject yet we all have our own creative styles and it’s always inspiring to
see what everyone else is producing.” If I said it once, I’ll happily say it twice: Sara is such a champion for fellow photographers and videographers. She genuinely loves seeing everyone’s work and praises what they’ve captured. Like I said at
the beginning of this article, there are very few female photographers in this industry and Sara always makes sure there is
room at the table for everyone. Last season, she invited me to stay with her and come photograph one of the MotoAmerica
rounds because she knew we shared the same passion for photography and the sport and wanted to support that. That’s
just the genuine kindness that emanates from her and makes her an inspiration for females in this industry.
When I asked her what the best piece of advice is that she’s been given, she said, “My husband told me everyone
starts somewhere, the important thing is to start and improve from there. Just putting in the effort and the time will get
you farther than wishing you had tried something.” I’m so glad that she is in this industry and I love seeing the moments
she is able to capture. She has a gift of creating lasting memories for riders and teams alike, and she has a gift for inspiring
those around her.
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Powder Puff Led to Kimmie Grubb’s Racing Career
Kimmie Grubb is from New Paris, IN and began her
racing career running powder puff races in 2013 at Mottville Speedway in Michigan. In 2014 she started racing in
the mini stock class at New Paris Speedway in Indiana. She
also raced the World Series of Compacts in 2014 at Kalamazoo Speedway in Michigan. “I then moved to the hornet
class at New Paris and have been in that class since. I have
raced every year except for in 2015 when I had my daughter. I was 22 when I started racing. My grandpa, dad, and
uncle all started racing before I was born so for me to say I
was raised at the track and in the garage would be an understatement. Most of my memories when I was young involve
racing or a garage. My dad was my biggest inspiration and
still is.”
Most people say their most memorable moment
was their first win, or first trophy. But Kimmie has an even
better response! “My most memorable moment is when my
boyfriend and I cut the doors off our cars one year and took
them to the home of two little boys who have been our biggest fans ever since we let them sit in a car at the car show
one year. These boys light up anytime they see us and seeing
their reactions to us giving them signed doors from our cars
was worth all the hours in the shop working to be out there
every week.”

Kimmie does not run sponsors on her car, due to
the fact that they do not want the pressure of having to be
out there every week if something comes up and they cannot race for whatever reason. They don’t want to let anyone
down who is counting on them.
Every year until this past year, Kimmie’s dad and
brother busted their backs working on her car. “I did not
live where the car was kept so I was not always able to go
work on it with having the kids and work. If it was not for
them I would not have been at the track every week. Last
season my boyfriend bought a car for me and our friend to
drive and this year it is my full season ride. Without him I
would not be in a car racing this year and I definitely would
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not have set fast time 2 of the 4 weeks so far this season.”
In 2017, Kimmie won her first A Main. Since then
she has won several heat races at New Paris and one at Mottville. Her best points finish was 5th.
If Kimmis is having a bad day, she reminds herself
it is just a race and she is doing this for FUN! She tries not
to lose her cool. “I try to look at the bigger picture and not
hold onto it too long. It
doesn’t always work, but
she tries!
Her home track
is New Paris Speedway in
New Paris, IN. She races a
Dodge Neon in the Hornets class. Her car is a 2nd
Amendment theme. It is
blue and she runs number 14 because that is her
dad’s number and her
birthday. “He always told
me when I started racing
the 14 gets passed to me.
This year I run 27 as that
is my boyfriend’s number and since he
owns the car that is what is on it.”
Kimmie’s goal for her racing career is to
show young girls that they can do what they set
their mind to. “I go up to any little girl that seems
interested in it. I would love to win a championship,
but if that never happens that is all part of racing.
My favorite part of racing is seeing the fans in the
stands, signing little kids items they want me to,
and making memories with our friends and family.”
When Kimmie gets into her car she takes
deep breaths and tells herslef it is just a race. She
says her pre-race prayer of “God bless this race and
give me grace.”
Kimmie is already making an impact in motorsports just by showing up and racing. She wants to show all
the little girls (and maybe some BIGGER girls) that they
can do it. “I have gone as far as buying something extra for a
little girl that showed interest and gave it to her at autograph
night as a little extra token. I want to put away the attitudes
of it is a guys sport.”
Kimmie said she needs to improve on being a little
more aggressive on the track. She does not want to take the
chance of wrecking her car, but she knows she needs to get
in there and race it! “I can qualify fast, but race time I am a
little too hesitant.”

den horses since I was little. I have been riding since I was 5 and
have done everything from barrel racing, pole bending, reining,
jumping and English/Western Pleasure.
Kimmie is a project coordinator for Stairsupplies/
Viewrail in Goshen, IN. Her co-workers, (mail and female alike)
tell her continuously how they cannot even change a tire on their
cars and they think it’s awesome that she is a female and races.
Her long term career goal is to grow within her company
and keep progressing in her career. Keeping balance in her life is
easier said than done. “My kids both play baseball, my daughter
does gymnastics and my son wrestles. Working 8-5 and all their
events make it hard to find the balance.
When they are not at the race track, they are usually at
some kind of event for the kids. “We also enjoy taking our boat
out on the lake and going to visit new tracks. Just a few weeks ago
when we were off from racing I got to go watch dirt racing for the
first time.”

At the end of her racing career she will be happy to say
“I DID IT!” “I do not need anything out of it other than that.
I would love to see my kids get into it like I did because of my
dad.”
Kimmie uses Facebook to promote her racing and update her followers. She posts times and results as well.
Kimmie does not let it bother her that there are more
men than women in motorsports. “The guys know I will run
right up there with them. They do not take it easy on me. Once
you strap into that car you are not male or female, young or old;
you are a racer.”
Kimmie has had a lot of issues at the track, getting
stuffed into the wall, driven over, and more. “I try to shake it off
and come back better the next week.”
New Paris Speedway is owned by women, and the track
and it’s employees are all very supportive and encouraging to
the women who race there, as well as the men!
Her advice to other females interested in getting involved in racing is DO IT! “That is all there is to it. If you have
the passion, DO IT! You will not regret it.”
Kimmie is the mother to two children, her son Maxin is
8 and her daughter Aspen who is 5. She graduated from Bethel
College in Mishawaka, IN. She and her boyfriend have 8 pets
and tons of fish. They have 3 snakes named Jules, Luka and
Princess Sophia. They also have 2 dogs, Titus and Irish as well
as 3 frogs.
Her favorite piece of advice is “Do what makes you happy and don’t worry about what others think of you.”
Something most people don’t know about her is that she
is obsessed with reading. “I can finish 1-2 books a day. If I could
I would read all day everyday. Most people know that I have rid-

Follow Kimmie on Facebook at Kimmie Grubb
and RacinCowboy Motorsports.
KIMMIE’S FAVORITES:
Food: I love all food but I would have to say anything
with Chicken
Vacation destination: Vegas
Lucky number: 14
Candy or Dessert: White chocolate raspberry cheesecake or pies from Essenhaus
Racetrack: To race: New Paris Speedway, To watch: So
far Kalamazoo Speedway
Movie: Don’t really watch movies
Musician: Anyone from 90s country
Sports team: Notre Dame and San Francisco 49ers
Race car driver: my dad
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Being Part of the Crew is Fullfilling for Amber Shell

Amber Shell is from Bluff City, TN where she lives
with her husband of nine years, and a daughter who is five.
They have a small “zoo” that includes a duck, a dog, a cat,
and fish. She just recently graduated from college with her
Associates Degree in Health Care Management from Waldorf University, and is currently working on her Bachelors.
“I plan on using my degree to move up in the health care
field in the business side of things. I feel I have great intentions and ideas to better our Veteran’s health care and make
our facility function better if given the opportunity to try
my ideas. I would be content with being the AO in the Surgery department. Being able to run the surgery field on the
business side of things is something I really enjoy.”
Amber works full time for the Veteran’s Affairs as a
medical support assistant. She helps with making appointments, rescheduling clinics, and works on getting clinic
numbers up to meet the metrics that are given to her department.
Her co-workers find it interesting that racing is
something she has done for so long and that she knows how
to work on cars. “Some even know to call me when they
need a hand with their personal vehicles.”
She also handles the media side of things for her
husband’s race team and taking her daughter to cheerleadAmber started racing when she was 16, at Old doing practice during the week.
minion Speedway in Manassas, VA, racing UCARS. “I had
Her favorite piece of advice is “Never give up even
been really involved in racing since I was 5, going to the
when it gets hard.”
track with my dad and brother and then sneaking into
the pits to help guys who had no help. My brother (Adam
Brenner) has always been my inspiration to be better and
never give up in my career. He’s taught me everything I
know as far as working on them. Considering he has won
championships in the past and worked as high up as the
Xfinity series I would say I’ve had one of the best teachers I
could ever ask for.”
Amber’s favorite memory is getting to sit on top of
the pit box with her brother and helping him in an Xfinity
race as his Co-crew chief.
Amber’s current team is Zeke Shell Racing, with her
husband (Zeke) as the driver. “We are sponsored by Mad
Diesel Performance, Karing Hearts Cardiology, Shell Signs,
Something most people don’t know about her is that Wraps, & Graphics, and GearHeadz Customs.”
she works out five days a week with two days of kickboxing,
This season they are a family run team. “My fatherone day of MMA boot camp, and two days of HITT cardio in-law is taking on the crew chief role more with myself
classes.
helping with that and doing tires, our daughter who is five
Amber is able to maintain life balance with school, helps with tires and is picking up something new each race.
work, family and racing because her family is a big help. “I Our friend Joey is learning to take over tires and trying to
couldn’t ask for a better support system.”
understand how to make adjustments. This is the first seaWhen they are not racing, her family spends time son we have been truly just a family affair at the track and
doing things together such as fishing, shopping, or just a it’s been a great feeling knowing our little team is still able to
night at home watching movies.
compete with the bigger teams in the late model class.”
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As the driver, Amber has placed top 5 numerous
times with an almost win at Southside Speedway that was
shortened dur to rain. As a crew member she has been a
part of two track championships and a state championship.
If the team has a bad day at the track, they discuss
what happened on the ride home and re-watch footage to
see if there is something they could have done differently
to change the outcome.
“Our team is running at Motor Mile Speedway
this year. My last race was ran at Kingsport Speedway
in the UCAR Division. Prior to that I ran late models at
Kingsport Speedway & Southern National Motorsports
Park.”
The team has a 2021 Hedgecock and runs in the
late model class. Her racing goal used to be to race trucks,
but now she would have to say to continue to find opportunities to get herself back in the driver’s seat. Her car is
hot pink and #57. “I went with pink to be different, make
my mom like the fact her little girl was going to race, and
to be seen for not only my sponsors but myself. I went
with the number 57 after combining four of my friends
racing numbers that I had cheered for over the years.”
Amber loves the adrenaline rush from going fast.
Now as the wife and crew member, she enjoys spending
time with her family and seeing their hard work pay off
from those late nights at the shop.
When she straps into the car, she thinks about
what she has to do in order to place well and looks to see
who is around her that she might need to watch out for
on starts.
Her best fan experience is watching her daughter
enjoy the sport as much as she does. “I also would have
to say getting asked to speak in front of birthday parties
when I was younger and giving the kids a front row experience of sitting in the car and asking questions was an
experience I won’t forget either.”
Amber has made an impact at the local tracks
where they race. “The wives and girlfriends that I have
met over the years think that it’s awesome I get involved
and help on the cars. They have even asked for private
lessons to learn little things which I have done to encourage them to be a part of the experience more and help
their driver continue to accomplish their dreams!”
Amber knows that what she needs to do to improve is just get more seat time. At the end of her racing
career she hopes to have taught other females that they
can do anything they want to if they keep their heads
held high and push through all the ups and downs that
life throws at them.
In the past Amber used simulators and felt it did
help to an extent. “We actually use it more for our daugh-

ter who is interested in racing and
teaching her hand
eye coordination.
It’s close to the real
tracks without the
cost of testing so to
an extent it’s useful
as far as learning
the track.”
A m b e r
uses social media to promote
her team by doing Sponsor Spotlights throughout
the season, as well
as promoting anything they might
post such as job
openings,
sales,
etc. “I also make
sure to post pictures of the car
showing the sponsor off and tagging their website/facebook
to the post.”
When Amber first got into motorsports, she wasn’t
looked at as a threat on the track, but over the years she is
now seen as just one of the guys, and they also know she
is a force to be reckoned with! “Anyone that has ever not
wanted me on the track I have taken that as a challenge to
show them I’m not going anywhere and try to gain their
respect.”
Her advice for other females who want to race
would be to have them talk with her, share their goals, and
she will do whatever she can to help them achieve them! “I
want women to be seen more on pit road just as much as the
men are!”
Follow Amber and Zeke on Facebook at: Zeke Shell Racing.
AMBER’S FAVORITES:
Food: Chic-Fil-A Fries
Lucky number: 57
Vacation destination: Caribbean
Racetrack: Motor Mile Speedway (Local) / Bristol Motor
Speedway (Cup)
Movie: Rock Star
Musician: June Carter Cash
Race car driver: Adam Brenner / Zeke Shell – Neither of
them are big names but they have both taught me things
as a driver over the years to make me a better driver. My
brother Adam has always been a quiet guy with great driving skills while my husband has always been that guy who
drives you as you drive him while also being able to wheel a
car no matter what condition it is in.
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Morgan Tallyn Races in Old Time Racers Association
Morgan Tallyn started out being a co-pilot in a figure eight car where she learned about avoiding accidents
and offensive driving! “Then I moved up to actually driving
in the Claimer Division where I got to actually feel what
the car wants. With Claimers I got to drive many different
cars, and was able to feel the pros and cons of each. Now I’m
looking forward to advancing into the Old Timer Division
where my fiance Kail Beck and his father Roger Beck have
been racing for years. My fiance was the one who inspired

me to get behind the wheel. Even though it took a few years
for him to convince me to try and drive a standard, once I
got the hang of it in my brand new 2017 Chevrolet Spark I
was ready to jump into something more exciting.”
Her most memorable moment was when she was
runing in the Claimer Class and took first place in the heat
race. “When I was coming around turn four heading to the
checkered flag, I looked into the pits and saw all my friends
jumping up and down cheering me on!”
Morgan’s primary sponsor for her car is her own
business, 911 Nails. She also has Lordco Auto Parts, Westshore Spring 4x4, Westcoast Tire and Wheel and Curt’s Services.
Kail Beck is the head mechanic for all four cars on
their team. They have three Old timers and one Modified.
“We also have Roger Beck and Douglas Richens who spend
time working on the cars. It’s a family affair when it comes
to fixing the cars.”
Morgan’s best finish was at Westshore Motorsports
Park (formerly known as Western Speedway) where she got
third in the Claimer’s points standings in 2017, due to her
top 5 finishes and a heat race win.
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If she has a bad day at the track she takes some time
for herself to reflect on what went wrong so she can try and
do better. She also tries to keep in mind that she can only
control what she can control.
Morgan has only raced at Western Speedway, but
she is looking forward to racing at other local tracks like
Saratoga Motorsports Park in Campbell River, BC, as some
off-island races.
She races a 1930 Chevrolet Sedan in the OTRA
(Old Time Racers Association). Her car is
painted with Chevrolet Spark Purple paint
witih splatter to match
her business colors. Her
number is 91. “I chose
91 because I couldn’t
have three digits to
match my business
name (911). But also
because back in the
day there was a race car
driver by the name of
Tim Flock who drove
with a co-pilot monkey
named Jocko Flocko
and Tim’s number for
that car was #91 and I
thought that story was adorable. My Old Timer will have a
stuffed monkey as a tribute on the car. And purple is my facorite color!” Her racing career goal is to have as much fun
as possible racing with her fiance and all of their friends.
Her favorite part of being a race car driver is to feel
the speed and exciement but also experience the camaraderie between her friends and competitors.
Her race day routine is to help load the tools and cars
in preparation for race day the day before. “On the morning
of the race I usually start my work day early and get a few
clients in before we head to the track where my fiance has
everything unloaded. I usually stop and get lunch for the
team and then we start to qualify. Then we discuss strategy
on how the night is going to go. We tend to do this in a
camping like atmosphere in our pit area. Between the heats
and the main I do my best to help with repairs and adjustments. At the end of the night I like to enjoy signing autographs to fans that come down into the pits that want to see
the car and have kids jump into the car to feel like a race car
driver. After loading the cars onto trailers we discuss with
friends where to get a late night dinner, once there we have
fun talking about all the fun moments that happened in the

race and go over the “would have won
ifs” of the night. And then we make the
hour drive back home around 1am to
go to bed.”
When Amber gets into the car
she is always thinking about what to do
so she doesn’t crash, and hopefully not
making other people mad at her.
Her favorite fan experience
is knowing she has an entire group of
family and friends cheering for the
team from the stands and holding up
handmade signs and yelling words of
encouragement.
She is making an impact in the
world of motorsports by blending the
macho world with the dainty beautiful world of beauty and art. “It’s not all
about black cars and flames!”
She would like to improve her driving and herself
to be able to take constructive criticism and be more patient with her skill development. At the end of her career
she hopes to be able to look back and remember all the fun
she had. “But at my age I’m not thinking of an end goal, I
don’t want this ride to ever end.”
Morgan is currently using Tiktok for videos of their
cars and team “911nails” to show how much fun the racing community really is! “Because sometimes pictures don’t
do it justice. But we do also have a Facebook Page “Nailed
It Racing” (the name came
from my business and my
fiance’s rather aggressive
driving style).”
When Morgan is
having a bad day at the
track she talks to her team
and other female drivers.
Then she goes out on the
track and proves that she
is a competitive driver who
just happens to be a girl. “I
haven’t had any real issues
but I know if I do I have an
amazing team that would
help me through it when
that time comes. Our local
racing community is very
accepting of female drivers
and I feel very privileged to
be here.”
“Once I had a full Claimer race season under my belt and
the following race season I was about to jump into the

O.T.R.A class but unfortunately I was involved in a street
car accident in my Spark and I was unable to get behide the
wheel of my race car for three years. I wanted to take that
time to have my back more healed up before I’d get back
into my car. And the recent pandemic also put a big damper
on things. With the help of my fellow female race car driver Shae Mellors, the both of us will be driving the #91 and
showing the class what a female driver can do!”
Morgan’s advice for girls who want to get involved in
racing is to show interest and go to your local track. Check
out the different classes, talk to people, and see what it takes
to get started. A little enthusiasm goes a long way.
You can follow their team on Instagram at
911nails_28 or on Facebook at 911 Nails. Her business logo
is on all four of the team’s cars. “My Tiktok account has both
nail videos and racing videos just to make it exciting for
people. And of course we do have the “Nailed it Racing”
Facebook Page which has pictures/videos/ and live streams
of the races.”
Morgan is one of three sisters and the first in her
family to take an interest in motorsports. She lives with her
fiance and their adorable miniature American Eskimo Trixie. “I graduated in 2011 from Edward Milne Community
School in Sooke B.C. Since graduating high school I’m always attending different beauty courses to stay on top of the
current techniques for work. I’m working towards growing
my business and making it as successful as possible. My
long-term goal is to grow my own business to the point
where I am able to manage multiple salons rather than doing the day to day tasks.”
She is self-employed and operates her own nail salon called 911 Nails. “I mostly do Gel Nail Enhancements
but I also do: Pedicures, Manicures, Lash Extensions, and
Waxing. Doing nails is what I love the most, it’s like painting
Continued to Page 55
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Tallyn

Continued from Page 54

a tiny canvas.” Morgan’s clients are often curious about her
most recent races. When she runs into former classmates,
they are always surprised to see the exciting lifestyle she is
leading these days. “Back in school I was a bit of a stick in
the mud and didn’t get out much.”
A piece of advice that has stuck with her is something her older sister told her: “Never settle for good
enough, always strive to be better.”
Something people don’t know about Morgan is that
she is afraid of moths, but cougars don’t give her a scare!
When she has some free time, she likes to edit videos and go for hikes with friends.
MORGAN’S FAVORITES:
Food: Mangos
Lucky number: 91
Vacation destination: Mazatlan, Mexico
Candy or Dessert: Mangos
Racetrack: (Haven’t raced on it personally) Stateline Speedway, Post Falls ID

Movie: Burlesque
Musician: The Pretty Reckless
Sports team: Penske Motorsports
Race car driver: Hailie Deegan

Red Camel Racing:
Continued to Page 55

www.redcamelracing.com

Discounted clothing Packages as
listed below. Coupon Code to
receive discounts are for
IWMA Members only.
Join today to receive your coupon code.

The 2 packages Red Camel Racing are offering you are:
PACKAGE 1: 2021 DOUBLE LAYER SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES:
(Regular Retail Price US$1065)
				
SFI 3.2A/5 Double layer packages will include:
- 3.2A/5 SFI Race suit - 3.2A/5 SFI Gloves - 3.3 SFI Hood
- Race Suit Bag - Embroidery on suit (2 large logos & 3 small logos)
- Red Camel T-Shirt - Red Camel Hoodie
			
Price US $450 You can Choose from any of our suit styles.
PACKAGE 2: Single lager 3.2A/1 SFI 2020 SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES:
			
Regular Retail Price: $585)
				
SFI 3.2A/1 Single layer packages will include:
- 3.2A/1 SFI Race suit - 3.2A/5 SFI Gloves - 3.3 SFI Hood
- Race Suit Bag - Embroidery on suit ( 2 large logos & 3 small logos)
- Red Camel T-Shirt - Red Camel Hoodie
			
Price US $199
You can choose any of our styles.
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Become an IWMA Ambassador
All members of the International Women’s Motorsports Association receive discount codes to our Preferred Partners.We are adding more partners every week! Go to www.iwmanation.com to join today as
a yearly or lifetime member.
As part of the membership, you are encouraged to become an IWMA Official Ambassador. You are
the eyes and ears at your local track or series, sharing photos and information with me that I can in
turn, share to all of our followers.
Why join the International Women’s Motorsports Association, otherwise known as IWMA?
Because in numbers we can accomplish so much more! Our vision is to have one place where women
in any type of motorsport, and those who support and encourage women to be involved in motorsports, can ask questions, connect with other women to solve problems, get advice, and celebrate
each other. Our website and Facebook pages will be the place to share upcoming events, photos, and
news about women involved in motorsports. It will be the place to find racing related products, and
other products and information for women to help them be better daughters, wives, sisters, mothers,
grandmothers and friends.
As part of the membership, you are encouraged to become an IWMA Official Ambassador.
You are the eyes and ears at your local track or series, sharing photos and information with me that
I can in turn, share to all of our followers.
I welcome the opportunity to work with you!

Elizabeth Beshears
Charlotte Camsey
Lori Cutterr
Dalaney Dunn
Audrey Gerberding
Jessica Hicks

AMBASSADORS

Jessica Johnk
Kiki Wong Kiswork
Jenn Krpata
Camille Lewis
Makena Snyder
Madison Snyder

Ella Mattson
Rylie Mullin
Sandy Shultz
Heather Taylor
Karen Waters Thomas
Cindy Wessel

https://www.facebook.com/IllianaSCR/
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For News and Information on
Women in Motorsports, go to:

www.iwmanation.com

SHOP for shirts, bags,
journals and more at:
www.iwmanation.com

